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5.0 ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

Detroit Edison sought to avoid, minimize, and then mitigate unavoidable impacts to waters of the United

States, including wetlands, associated with the proposed Fermi 3 project by evaluating the practicable

alternatives. Detroit Edison's alternatives analysis illustrates that use of the Fermi site is the least

environmentally damaging practicable alternative (LEDPA) that fulfills the project's purpose and need.

5.1 Alternative Sites

Detroit Edison reviewed the eight candidate sites identified in Section 9.3 of the Fermi 3 Combined

License Application (COLA) Environmental Report within the context of the CWA Section 404(b)(1)

guidelines to identify a LEDPA site. The details of that analysis are presented in Appendix B.

First Detroit Edison performed a practicability assessment that considered various technical, economic,

safety, and environmental criteria that reflect the overall purpose of the project. Sites that passed the

practicability assessment were then evaluated for potential impacts on waters of the United States and

adjacent wetlands to identify an environmentally preferable location. The candidate sites included five

greenfield sites, two existing fossil-fired sites, and one existing commercial nuclear site. Six sites (five

greenfield sites and one existing fossil-fired site) that exhibited undesirable characteristics were judged to

be impracticable as sites for locating a new nuclear plant and were excluded from further review. The two

remaining candidate sites, the Greenwood Energy Center site and the Fermi site, were then evaluated for

impacts on waters of the U.S. and adjacent wetlands.

Detroit Edison evaluated the potential wetland and stream impacts associated with construction of the

nuclear generating facility and any required infrastructure such as transmission corridors and make-up

water supply or blowdown discharge pipelines to support the closed-cycle cooling system. The potential

impacts associated with nuclear development at the Fermi and Greenwood sites are provided in

Table 5.1-1. Based on the overall potential impacts to waters of the U.S., the Fermi site would be the

LEDPA.

Table 5.1-1. Potential Construction Impacts for the Alternative Sites

Resource Type Fermi site Greenwood site

Wetlands 154 acres 300 acres
6.709E06 sq. feet 1.306E07 sq. feet

Streams 7304 linear feet 3.470E04 linear feet

Open water (Lake Erie) 0.08 acre NAa
3600 sq. feet

Open water (inland) 5.2 acres NA
2.256E05 sq. feet

a Impacts within Lake Huron for the construction of an intake structure at the Greenwood site were not evaluated.
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5.2 Facility Layout Alternatives

Detroit Edison proposes to construct and operate a new nuclear power plant at the Fermi site. The

proposed unit is to be designated as Fermi 3. The Fermi site (the area within the Fermi property

boundary) consists of approximately 1260 acres in eastern Monroe County, Michigan. The existing Fermi

2 unit is in the northeast part of the site. Fermi 3 and associated facilities will be located in an area south

of the existing Fermi 2 protected area. Most of the land that will be occupied by Fermi 3 and associated

facilities was disturbed during construction of Fermi 1 and Fermi 2; however, some construction will occur

in areas that have been undisturbed for longer periods of time. This section discusses the onsite layout

alternatives considered and the relevant impacts to aquatic resources associated with those alternatives

for the Fermi 3 project.

The Fermi 3 site layout includes the power block, cooling tower, switchyard, parking, construction

laydown areas, transmission lines, access road, cooling water intake structure, discharge pipe, and barge

docking facility. Detroit Edison applied as much repositioning of project components as possible within

project practicability limits to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands and other natural resources at the

Fermi site. Three project layout alternative scenarios were evaluated. These alternative layouts are

identified as Revision 0, Revision 1, and the Preferred Alternative (Revision 2) (Figures 5.2-1, 5.2-2, and

5.2-3, respectively).

The site layout was evaluated for potential environmental impacts to the Fermi site. This analysis

focused on environmental categories that are protected under special-purpose environmental laws and

that contain specific provisions for the avoidance and minimization of impacts. These categories include

Wetlands, archaeological resources, and protected species. Complete avoidance of some impacts to

environmental categories, such as wetlands, associated with Fermi 3 may not be feasible due to the large

area of land disturbance required. Efforts were made to avoid impacts to wetlands through consideration

of several different project alternatives.

A process to avoid, minimize, or compensate impacts to waters of the United States, including wetlands,

was completed for the Fermi 3 project. This process included the consideration of alternative onsite

locations for major structures- and changes in site configuration to minimize damages to waters of the

United States.

Key Constraints

Several key constraints guided the process of determining locations for Fermi 3 Nuclear Power Plant and

construction-related activities relative to the available property on the Fermi site and the location and

operational needs of the Fermi 2 Nuclear Power Plant. As this discussion will illustrate, unavoidable

impacts to wetlands resulted when the key constraints could not be satisfied without incurring those

temporary or permanent impacts.
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The key constraints are as follows:

1) The site layout must minimize impacts to the environment and to the Detroit River International

Wildlife Refuge.

2) Fermi 3 construction cannot interfere with the operations of the existing Fermi 2 Nuclear Power

Plant.

Fermi 3 construction cannot interfere with Fermi 2 security requirements or programs.

4) Fermi 2 operations must not interfere with Fermi 3 construction.

5) Fermi 2 operations must not interfere with federally mandated Fermi 3 security requirements, which

are distinct from operating plant security requirements.

6) The location of the Fermi 3 power block must allow for both Fermi 2 and Fermi 3 plants to be

combined into a single protected area security boundary after construction is completed that meets

federally mandated security requirements. This will facilitate operational synergies such as sharing

of personnel and common support facilities, the primary access portal (PAP) to the protected area,

warehouses, and maintenance shops.

7) The construction site must provide for a contiguous, unimpeded flow of personnel, equipment and

materials.

8) The Fermi 3 construction site must have adequate, onsite space for the following: laydown and

staging of materials; fabrication and assembly of modular components, and; construction support

facilities. Nuclear power plant construction management consultants have advised Detroit Edison

that a minimum of 100 acres of land should be available onsite, contiguous to or near the

construction area, for these activities.

9) Placement of structures must satisfy nuclear safety requirements.

Constraint 1 has been a primary consideration throughout the site layout development process, however,

as the project has moved forward, additional environmental studies and information have been developed

which have been the principal driver for revisions to the proposed site layout to further minimize

environmental impacts.

While the constraints have remained the same throughout the development of the site layout, as Detroit

Edison's knowledge of site environmental conditions evolved, revised versions of the site layout were

created in keeping with Constraint 1. Each of the three versions of the site layout satisfied the key

constraints based upon the state of knowledge at the time the site revision was developed.
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The method chosen to address Constraints 2 through 5 was to separate Fermi 2 operational activities

from the Fermi 3 construction site the maximum extent. This separation resulted in Constraints 10 and

11, as follows:

10) All Fermi 2 operational activities will be on the north side of the Fermi site and all Fermi 3

construction activities will be on the south side of the site. The boundary separating Fermi 2

operations from Fermi 3 construction activities is roughly an east-west line extending across the site

from the southern boundary of the Fermi 2 protected area (see Figure 5.2-4). This constraint

significantly reduces the amount of land available for building and construction because land north of

the line will not be available for Fermi 3 construction.

11) Fermi 2 operations and the Fermi 3 construction site must have completely separate access roads,

entrances and exits. Fermi 2 and Fermi 3 roads and activities must not cross each other. This is to

avoid traffic impacting either site. This also relates to Constraint 7.

Constraints 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 allow very little flexibility on where power block structures such as the reactor

building can be located. The only location suitable is south of the existing Fermi 2 protected area on the

opposite side of the imaginary east-west dividing line.

Constraints 7 and 8 require arranging the Fermi 3 site to ensure that there will be adequate space near

the primary construction area to allow a free flow of personnel, materials and equipment. Fermi 3

requires a large construction workforce with up to 2900 construction workers at peak and 900 onsite

workers when operational. Adequate staging and laydown area (temporary storage of construction

materials) is needed to support the modular construction of nuclear power plants. Reactors such as the

ESBWR proposed for Fermi 3, use standardized modules and certified designs to expedite the

construction schedule. Nuclear power plant construction management consultants have advised Detroit

Edison that a minimum of 100 acres of land should be available near the construction site for staging,

laydown, and assembly of equipment and pre-assembled modules. A comparison of the amount of

proposed land available for other United States nuclear license applicants indicates that the Fermi 3 site,

in the preferred site layout, is among the smallest sites in terms of acres used.

Constraint 9 requires a final review and approval of any proposed site layout arrangement by security

subject matter experts with appropriate clearances to ensure that the layout is in compliance with all

security plan requirements.

Efforts to minimize impacts in the alternatives development process included:

" Avoiding and minimizing impacts to all wetlands with priority given to avoiding impacts to the most

valuable/functional wetlands;

" Where wetland impacts were unavoidable, the -preference was for temporary wetland impacts over

permanent wetland impacts, with the understanding that wetland mitigation implemented prior to, or
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concurrent with, the impact will still be required. A temporary impact means that the wetland will be

restored to existing or better condition once the temporary land use for construction activities is

completed, and;

Placing the Fermi 3 power block in the largest contiguous upland area.

Efforts were made to avoid, to the extent practicable, adverse impacts associated with filling or

modification of wetlands and new construction in wetlands wherever there is a practicable alternative.

Impacts were only considered when there was no practicable alternative, and the proposed configuration

for Fermi 3 includes all practicable measures to reduce impacts to wetlands and jurisdictional waters.

Detroit Edison evaluated each of the onsite alternative layouts based on the approximate acreage, type,

and value of wetlands that would be impacted. Alternatives that would minimize impacts to wetlands

were preferred over alternatives that would result in greater impacts.

Wetland.impacts of the Revision 0, Revision 1, and Revision 2 (preferred) site layouts presented in the

Fermi 3 Environmental Report, were evaluated using the updated Fermi site wetland delineation provided

in this current analysis. Therefore, the acres of impact presented here differ slightly from those presented

in Revision 0 and Revision 1 of the Environmental Report. A description of the wetland delineation

updates is provided in Section 2.7.1.

5.2.1 Revision 0 Site Layout (Figure 5.2-1)

Revision 0 is the site layout presented in the original COLA submittal in September 2008. The Revision 0

layout was finalized in February 2008 using preliminary site wetlands information and was laid out along

traditional concepts for large, long-term, construction sites.

Unchanged Site-Layout Elements

The location of the Fermi 3 power block, which includes the reactor building, turbine building, control

building, fuel building, radwaste building, diesel generators and other plant support systems, is fixed

according to the requirements set out in Constraints 6 and 10. This location did not change in

subsequent site-layout revisions.

Lake Erie will be used as the source for makeup water to the plant. The Fermi 3 makeup water intake will

be adjac ent to the intake for Fermi 2, i.e., located between the two existing groins that protrude into Lake

Erie in the location of existing Fermi 1 structures. A barge slip for delivery of prefabricated modules, large

components and building materials will be located between the two groins and adjacent to the south

groin. These structures will be located in areas that have already been disturbed, in conformance with

Constraint 1 and 10. The location of these structures did not change in subsequent revisions.

The Fermi 3 blow-down water outfall to Lake Erie will be offshore via an underwater discharge line in

conformance to Constraints 1, 2 and 10. The configuration and discharge location of this line did not

change in subsequent revisions. Four discharge locations were considered including two shoreline
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discharges (concrete, partially submerged, discharge structure along the shoreline) and an inland

location. The inland location into the south lagoon was eliminated due to environmental considerations

according to Constraint 1. The warm blow-down water could potentially disturb the local aquatic

ecosystem and wetlands in the south lagoon. The two shoreline discharge locations considered on the

south side of the site, per Constraint 2, were also eliminated due to environmental considerations per

Constraint 1 and potential Fermi 2 operational impacts per Constraint 2. One consideration with both

shoreline locations was the possibility of variable, near-shore currents sending the warm blow-down water

back into the Fermi 2 and Fermi 3 makeup water intakes, which could impact plant heat loads and water

chemistry: The other consideration with both shoreline locations was that warm blow-down water

discharged during a seiche event, with winds from the east, could flow back into the south lagoon,

potentially disturbing the local aquatic ecosystem and wetlands. Shoreline discharge locations would

pose greater impacts than the proposed offshore discharge, which is considered environmentally

preferable.

Site Layout Elements that Changed in Subsequent Site Layout Revisions

The normal power heat sink for Fermi 3 is a single concrete natural draft cooling tower. The cooling tower

location changed from Revision 0 to Revision 1. Several criteria were utilized in identifying the initial

cooling tower location, as follows:

" The cooling tower must be at least 800 feet away from safety-related structures in conformance with

Constraint 9 (the cooling tower must be located, at minimum, a distance equal to its height from any

safety-related structures such as the reactor building. This is to eliminate the potential for damage to

these structures, if the tower collapsed), and;

" The cooling tower must be at least 1000 feet away from the switchyard to minimize icing and salt drift

impacts also in conformance with Constraint 9.

Other considerations included the following: minimizing the length of the circulating water piping7

minimizing the distance to Lake Erie, minimizing wetland impacts according to Constraint 1; minimizing

Fermi 2 system impacts, and; minimizing temporary impacts to Fermi 2 and Fermi 3 site access during

construction according to Constraints 2, 10 and 11. Four locations were considered. The location

chosen was south of Fermi 3 in an area that was considered to be forested upland. The location selected

conformed with the above-mentioned constraints and had the smallest impact to wetlands, the shortest

circulating water pipe length, and had the smallest Fermi 2 system impacts.

In conformance with Constraints 10 and 11, several Fermi 2 operational facilities (warehouses,

administration and engineering offices, maintenance shops) were relocated from the Fermi 3 construction

site to the Fermi 2 side of the site. These facilities were to be relocated in an area that was considered to

be forested upland. The location of these facilities changed from Revision 0 to Revision 1 to minimize

wetland impacts, in conformance with Constraint 1, based on additional wetlands delineation information.
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In conformance with Constraint 11, the Fermi 2 site to the north, and the Fermi 3 construction site to the

south, must have completely separate access roads, entrances and exits. This is to prevent traffic from

either site affecting the operation of Fermi 2 or Fermi 3. The Fermi 2 access road followed the west

property line along Toll Road, then turned west through an area that was considered to be forested

upland. The access road was altered from Revision 0 to Revision 1 to minimize wetland impacts, in

conformance with Constraint 1, based on additional wetlands delineation information. The Fermi 2

access road was slightly altered in Revision 2 to further reduce wetland impacts.

The Fermi 3 temporary construction parking lot was proposed to be located on the north side of Fermi

Drive, beneath the existing transmission corridors in accordance with the Fermi 2 and Fermi 3 separation

requirements per Constraint 10. A large area is needed for construction parking to accommodate 2900

workers at the peak of construction. This area is also directly connected to the construction site and

meets the requirements of Constraint 7. The utility of this area for other construction activities was limited

due to the existing high-voltage overhead lines. The location of construction parking and the utilization of

this field changed from Revision 1 to Revision 2.

Revision 0 Site Layout Impact Summary

The total construction area anticipated to be disturbed in the Revision 0 site layout is approximately 260

acres. The Revision 0 site layout and associated wetland and open water impacts are presented in

Figure 5.2-1. The Revision 0 site layout results in a total of 151.43 acres of wetland impacts, 1.88 acres

of nonjurisdictional wetland impacts, and 14.05 acres of open water impacts. Based on the proposed

construction activities, these impacts include:

0 62.05 acres of wetland and 0.55 acre of open water impacts due to cooling tower construction,

0 30.56 acres of wetland and 1.88 acres of nonjurisdictional wetland impacts due to Fermi 3 parking,

0 43.61 acres of wetland impacts due to Fermi 2 parking and warehouse,

* 14.48 acres of wetland and 1.03 acre of open water impacts associated with the dredged spoils

disposal activities,

0 0.74 acre of wetland and 5.18 acres of open water impacts associated with access road and power

block construction, and

0 7.3 acres of open water impacts due to intake structure, barge docking facility, and discharge pipe

construction.

Table 5.2-1 summarizes the impacts that would result from the construction of the Revision 0 site layout.
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Table 5.2-1. Potential Fermi 3 Construction Impacts for Revision 0

Wetland Typea Impacts (acres) Impacts (square feet)

PEM wetlandb 49.66 2.163E06

PFO wetland 96.66 4.210E06

PSS wetland 7.00 3.048E05
Open water 14.05 6.122E05

Total 167.37 7.291E06
a Wetland types present on the Fermi site include palustrine emergent marsh (PEM), palustrine forested (PFO), and
palustrine scrub-shrub (PSS).
b Includes 1.88 acres (8.188E04 sq. feet) of nonjurisdictional PEM wetland impacts.

5.2.2 Revision 1 Site Layout (Figure 5.2-2)

Based on completion of the Ducks Unlimited wetland study in July 2008 (Reference 1), Detroit Edison

recognized that the cooling tower location and the location of the Fermi 2 facilities moved from the Fermi

3 construction site, had greater wetland impacts than originally assessed and that these placements

would have to be modified. Therefore, at the NRC environmental audit in February 2009, Detroit Edison

informed the NRC, Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ, now Michigan Department of

Natural Resources and Environment [MDNRE]), and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), that the

Revision 0 site layout would be revised to further minimize wetland impacts.

Through planning and consultation with natural resource professionals, stakeholders and subject matter

experts (nuclear security, materials management, construction planning, operations, maintenance,

environmental and licensing), Detroit Edison developed a Revision 1 site layout that reduced wetland

impacts to only those areas where a practicable alternative could not be identified that would still fulfill the

overall project purpose. All available land onsite with no wetland impacts and low wetland impacts that

also conformed to the key constraints, was identified on a figure, for use in reconfiguring the Fermi 3 site

layout. The stakeholder team then worked to eliminate or minimize wetland impacts by redesigning the

site layout utilizing those identified low-impact and no-impact areas, with a focus on relocating Fermi 3

structures and activities with the greatest wetland impacts (e.g., cooling tower location, Fermi 2/Fermi 3

Primary Access Portal [PAP], parking, office buildings, warehousing, and shops). The Revision 1 site

layout was submitted to the NRC in December of 2009 (Reference 2).

One of the key changes made to the Revision 1 site layout was moving the cooling tower from the

forested wetland, south of Fermi Drive, to land just west of the Fermi 3 power block. This location has

several advantages such as shorter circulating water lines, no temporary disturbance to construction site

roadways, and no wetland impacts (per the 2008 wetlands delineation). One consideration of this

location was that it was close to safety-related structures such as the reactor building. According to

Constraint 9, the cooling tower was positioned a distance greater than its height from safety-related

structures to prevent damage to these structures, if the tower were to collapse. The South Canal is
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impacted by the new cooling tower location and by the need to maintain a free flow of personnel,

equipment and materials to the construction site, according to Constraint 7. The intersection of Fermi

Drive, Quarry Lake Road and Doxy Road is considered a pinch point to the free flow of personnel,

equipment and materials. Bridging of the South Canal allows for an unconstrained connection between

the field to the west and the construction site. Due to the considerations explained above regarding

Constraints 7 and 9, the impact to the South Canal is unavoidable.

A disadvantage to locating the cooling tower adjacent to the Fermi 3 power block is the loss of a large

expanse of land adjacent to the primary construction site needed for laydown, staging, fabrication and

assembly of modular components, according to Constraint 8. This loss can be partially, but not

completely, compensated by managing the construction sequence. To address this constraint, the area

known as the "pork chop" located south of Fermi Drive and west of Quarry Lakes Road, was utilized in

the Revision 1 site layout, in conformance with Constraints 7, 8, and 10. The "pork chop" provides

approximately 30 acres of prime construction land that includes 11.80 acres of forested wetland near the

construction site. Natural resource inventories suggested the forested wetland in this area was of lower

value ecologically than the other large forested systems onsite. The wetland is connected hydrologically

with culverts but fragmented from other wetland areas and Lake Erie due to multiple roadways completely

surrounding the site. It also had a larger component of dead/dying ash trees and invasive species and

was subject to ongoing disturbance.

The "pork chop" is an important feature of the Revision 1 site layout due to its proximity to the

construction site; location adjacent to Fermi Drive and rail access; and, the absence of overhead

transmission lines that can present a safety hazard and barrier to movement and assembly of equipment,

materials and modules. Construction warehouses, staging, assembly areas, and maintenance shops

were planned for this location. Utilization of this area greatly facilitates the free flow of personnel,

equipment and materials, further relieving the pinch-point concern at the Fermi Drive and Quarry Lakes

Road intersection. Traffic through this area includes workers and materials coming from Dixie Highway,

laydown and staging areas, the rail spur, and the barge slip.

The other key change to the Revision 1 site layout was removing the Fermi 2 operational structures

(permanent parking lot, warehouses, an administration building and maintenance shops) from the

forested wetland west of the Fermi 2 protected area. These structures were relocated in the Revision 1

site layout as follows:

An administrative support campus outside the owner controlled area, associated with the

NOC/Nuclear Training Center (NTC), was created to move the Fermi 2/Fermi 3 Administration

Building and the Fermi 3 Training Simulator out of forested Wetland 1, in conformance with Constraint

1. Conformance to Constraints 4, 10 and 11 was evaluated for this location due to Fermi 2

operational support facilities being moved to the southern, Fermi 3 side of the site. Several
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considerations mitigate these constraint conformance issues, as follows: a bridge or tunnel will be

utilized to cross Fermi Drive without affecting the construction site; personnel utilizing the training

facility and administrative offices are generally at that location the entire day and would not need to

cross to the Fermi 2 side of the site; and; increased use of technology such as video conferencing will

minimize cross over. In addition, this arrangement reduces the need for additional operational

parking at the PAP due to reduced personnel inside the protected area, which reduces the parking-

structure foot print, thus minimizing environmental impacts in this area in conformance with

Constraint 1.

The flat operational parking was moved out of forested Wetland I and replaced by two multiple-level

parking structures to minimize land use and wetland impacts, and to improve the overall site parking

situation in conformance with Constraint 1. One parking structure is proposed near the NTC for

permanent training and administration parking to support the new administrative campus. The other

structure is located near the new PAP on the west side of the protected area boundary for protected

area parking. A small wetland impact associated with a portion of this parking structure remains.

This impact could not be avoided due to the proximity of existing and proposed structures in this area,

along with nuclear security distance requirements in conformance to Constraint 9. The two parking

garages will be sized to accommodate Fermi 2 and Fermi 3 operational parking.

The combined Fermi 2/Fermi 3 warehouse was moved out of forested Wetland I in conformance with

Constraint 1 and moved east to straddle the protected area boundary near the vehicle inspection

building (VIB) and PAP. This location minimizes impacts, however some wetland impacts were

unavoidable due to necessary sizing of the Fermi 2/Fermi 3 warehouse and the need for an access

road along the west side of the structure. This arrangement will improve operational efficiency of the

Fermi 2 and Fermi 3 sites. Other areas north and west of the protected area were considered,

however, key stakeholder feedback, primarily from materials management and nuclear security,

insisted on this location for secure protected area operations in conformance with Constraints 2, 3, 6

and 9. Two other smaller warehouses (32 and 34) were also moved out of forested Wetland 1, to a

location along the access road with no associated wetland impact.

The Fermi 2 operational access road was moved to minimize environmental impacts in conformance

with Constraint 1. The access road no longer cuts through forested Wetland 1. The access road now

follows the existing Toll Road, then transitions to existing site roads, which route around Wetland I to

access the site. Wetland impacts were minimized, however some impacts were unavoidable, in

conformance with Constraints 6, 10 and 11. The unavoidable impacts were associated with a new

Fermi 2 operational security gate, necessary road improvements and rerouting of the existing road

along the west side of the new Fermi 2/Fermi 3 warehouse.
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Other modifications reflected in the Revision 1 site layout include the following:

* The Fermi 2/Fermi 3 meteorological tower was relocated because the new Fermi 3 cooling tower

location will interfere with the current meteorological tower location. The new meteorological tower is

relocated in an area near the southeast corner of the site. This location was selected because there

were no known wetland impacts in conformance with Constraint 1 and because it met NRC regulatory

guidance for meteorological tower placement.

* Construction staging and laydown was added on the south site border in a low-wetland impact area,

on the east side of Quarry Lakes Road and around Fox Road, in conformance with Constraints 8 and

10. Unavoidable, temporary impacts are incurred to several small, fragmented, low-value emergent

and scrub shrub wetlands (Wetlands AA, JJ, II). Nuclear construction subject matter experts

engaged by Detroit Edison indicated that more land was needed for construction activities (staging,

laydown, temporary spoils storage, and component assembly) than was originally allocated in the

Revision 0 site layout.

• The Fermi 3 switchyard was moved to the agricultural field at the far west side of the property,

adjacent to the south side of Fermi Drive. In Revision 0, the Fermi 3 switchyard was adjacent to the

Fermi 2 switchyard in the protected area. Further analysis of the Fermi 3 interconnection determined

the available space adjacent to the Fermi 2 switchyard was not sufficient for the new Fermi 3

switchyard. In addition, in accordance with Constraint 2, the original location was an impediment to

movement and a potential impact to Fermi 2 operations. The new location also places the switchyard

outside the owner-controlled area to facilitate access by ITCTransmission (owner and operator of the

switchyard).

Revision I Site Layout Impact Summary

The total construction area anticipated to be disturbed is approximately 190 acres. The Revision 1 site

layout and associated wetland and open water impacts are presented in Figure 5.2-2. Construction of the

Revision 1 site layout would result in a total of 36.68 acres of wetland impacts and 12.58 acres of open

water impacts. Of these total impacts, 11.22 acres would be permanent and 38.03 acres would be

temporary. Based on the proposed construction activities, these impacts include:

• 2.79 acres of wetland impacts due to cooling tower construction,

* 0.51 acres of wetland impacts due to access road development,

* 1.88 acres of wetland impacts (nonjurisdictional) associated with construction laydown areas,

* 2.49 acres of wetland and 5.18 acres of open water impacts associated with the Fermi 2 and Fermi 3

common warehouse, parking, VIB and PAP,

* 0.26 acre of wetland conversion impacts due to vegetation clearance in forested wetland areas within

the zone of influence for the meteorological tower,

* 26.75 acres of wetland impacts due to construction laydown areas,
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* 0.72 acre of wetland impacts associated with the dredged spoils disposal activities,

0 1.28 acres of wetland impacts due to spoils disposal, and

* 7.40 acres of open water impacts due to intake structure, barge docking facility, and discharge

pipeline construction.

Table 5.2-2 summarizes the impacts that would result from the construction of the Revision 1 site layout.

Table 5.2-2. Potential Fermi 3 Construction Impacts for Revision I

Wetland Type Temporary Impacts Permanent Impacts

PEM wetland 9.96 acres 3.65 acres'
4.338E05 sq. ft 1.591 E05 sq. ft

PFO wetland 16.58 acres 2.39 acres
7.220E05 sq. ft 1.042E05 sq. ft

PSS wetland 4.10 acres 0
1.786E05 sq. ft

Open water 7.40 acres 5.18 acres
3.222E05 sq. ft 2.257E05 sq. ft

Total 36.68 acres 11.22 acres
1.598E06 sq. ft 4.889E05 sq. ft

a Includes 1.88 acres (8.188E04 sq. feet) of nonjurisdictional PEM wetland impacts.

5.2.3 Preferred Site Layout (Revision 2 - Figure 5.2-3)

After the Revision 1 site layout was finalized, terrestrial and aquatic studies continued on the site. The

results indicated a greater diversity in the vegetative communities within the "pork chop," than was

originally understood. Subsequently, in a meeting to discuss Fermi 3 wetland permitting in July 2010, the

MDNRE and USACE indicated that the wetland impacts associated with the "pork chop," contained in the

Revision 1 site layout, were problematic. In response to this feedback and in conformance with

Constraint 1, Revision 2 of the site layout was developed to address the wetland impact to the "pork

chop" area.

Construction activities were moved out of the "pork chop" (Wetlands BB, EE, and FF) and the contiguous

forested upland associated with that parcel, in accordance with Constraint 1. Site elements were

rearranged to eliminate the "pork chop" impact, in conformance with Constraints 1, 7, 8 and 10. Most of

the construction activities planned for the "pork chop," were moved to the north side of Fermi Drive. Some

of the construction activities were also moved into areas designated for construction laydown located

around the Quarry Lakes. Construction parking originally planned for the field north of Fermi Drive, was

moved into the farmer's field located along the western property line. The use of the field on the north

side of Fermi drive was limited in the previous site layout because of existing overhead transmission lines,

so in Revision 2, the 345 kV lines are rerouted.

The resulting changes are summarized as follows:
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The 345 kV transmission lines that serve Fermi 2 and the proposed Fermi 3 were rerouted to open up

the field on the north side of Fermi Drive for all necessary construction activities to satisfy Constraints

7, 8 and 10. The transmission is rerouted due west through emergent Wetland C, then south along

Toll Road, to the Fermi 3 switchyard, which was moved into the field at the corner of Toll Road and

Fermi Drive. This change eliminates impacts to a large parcel of rare and imperiled wetland (the
"pork chop") and incurs unavoidable impacts to approximately 2 acres of forested wetland (the

impacts will change the edge of Wetland F below the transmission lines from a forested wetland to a

emergent wetland) and small, unavoidable, permanent and temporary impacts to an emergent

Wetland C.

" Land surrounding the Quarry Lakes, designated as laydown, was added for various construction

activities in conformance with Constraints 7, 8 and 10, to replace loss of laydown and staging areas

from the "pork chop" area and from moving construction parking into the farmer's field. Some

temporary, unavoidable impacts are incurred to small, fragmented, low-value forested and emergent

wetlands in these areas (Wetlands W and Y).

" The Fermi 3 switchyard was moved from the south side to the north side of Fermi Drive to facilitate

the transmission corridor rerouting in conformance with Constraints 1, 7 and 8. Construction parking,

previously located in the field north of Fermi Drive, is moved into the farmer's field.

" The Fermi 2 access road was realigned to further minimize impacts to forested Wetland I in

conformance with Constraint 1. The new alignment will follow Toll Road further north, just past

Langton Road, prior to transferring onto the Fermi site access road.

" The meteorological tower was moved southeast of the Revision 1 location to eliminate any potential

wetland impacts. When the Revision 1 location was identified, the understanding was that cuffing

trees in a wetland did not require a wetland permit. At the July 2010 meeting with the IVIDNRE and

USACE, the staff clarified that cutting trees from forested wetland areas in association with the

meteorological tower would require a permit for the conversion of wetland type. In conformance with

Constraint 1, the Revision 2 site layout identified a location that was consistent with the

recommendations of the meteorological tower siting study and did not require tree cutting in wetland

areas.

" In Revision 2, construction boundaries were refined to eliminate unintended impacts in the Revision 1

site layout associated with construction along Quarry Lake Road (0.60 acres of forested and

0.05 acre of emergent wetland impacts) and the Dredged Spoils Disposal Basin (0.72 acre of forested

wetland impacts).

" Operations and maintenance dredging authorized under existing Fermi 2 permits was eliminated as

an impact attributed to Fermi 3 construction (reduction of 7.32 acres of open water impacts). The

incremental change in the extent of dredging within Lake Erie required to support Fermi 3

construction was included.
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Preferred Site Layout (Revision 2) Impact Summary

The total construction area anticipated to be disturbed is approximately 190 acres. The Preferred

Alternative site layout and associated wetland and open water impacts are presented in Figure 5.2-3.

Construction of the preferred site layout would result in a total of 31.13 acres of jurisdictional wetland

impacts, 1.88 acres of nonjurisdictional wetland impacts, and 5.26 acres of open water impacts. Of these

total impacts, 14.52 acres would be permanent and 23.75 acres would be temporary. Based on the

proposed construction activities, these impacts include:

* 2.79 acres of wetland impacts due to cooling tower construction,

& 0.42 acres of wetland impacts due to access road development,

* 1.88 acres of wetland impacts (nonjurisdictional) associated with Fermi 3 switchyard construction

* 2.49.acres of wetland and 5.18 acres of open water impacts associated with the Fermi 2 and Fermi 3

common warehouse, parking, VIB and PAP,

a 4.06 acres of wetland impacts due to Fermi 2 and Fermi 3 transmission construction,

* 18.70 acres of wetland impacts due to construction laydown areas,

• 2.69 acres of wetland impacts due to spoils disposal, and

* 0.08 acre of open water impacts1 due to discharge pipeline construction.

Table 5.2-3 summarizes the impacts that would result from the construction of the Preferred Alternative

site layout.

Table 5.2-3. Potential Fermi 3 Construction Impacts of the Preferred Alternative

Wetland Type Temporary Impacts Permanent Impacts

PEM wetland 15.13 acres 5.77 acresa

6.589E05 sq. ft 2.513E05 sq. ft
PFO wetland 3.27 acres 3.57 acres

1.423E05 sq. ft 1.556E05 sq. ft

PSS wetland 5.28 acres 0
2.299E05 sq. ft

Open water 0.08 acres 5.18 acres
3600 sq. ft 2.257E05 sq. ft

Total 23.75 acres 14.52 acres
1.035E06 sq. ft 6.325E05 sq. ft

a Includes 1.88 acres (8.,88E04 sq. feet) of nonjurisdictional PEM wetland impacts.

1 These open water impacts include the area of dredging in Lake Erie associated with installation of the discharge
pipeline beyond the operations and maintenance dredging activity currently authorized by USACE Permit Number 88-
001-040-8 and MDEQ Permit Number 04-58-0009-P.
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5.3 Summary of Project Alternatives and LEDPA Analysis

Table 5.3-1 compares potential impacts to wetlands on the Fermi site to the three alternative site layouts

discussed above. Wetland impacts were further characterized by Michigan Natural Communities to

illustrate impacts to higher valued wetlands.

Detroit Edison minimized potential project impacts to waters of the United States, including wetlands.

The site layout for the Fermi 3 project was based on an iterative approach to determine a layout that

would most practicably avoid and minimize impacts to USACE jurisdictional waters and wetlands. Areas

of the Fermi site that represented no, or minimal, impacts to wetland functions and values were identified.

Stakeholders were engaged to identify constraints on the site layout, including integration of Fermi 3 with

the ongoing operations of Fermi 2. Those constraints were used to identify locations for the proposed

Fermi 3 and associated construction. Efforts were made to avoid, to the extent possible, impacts

associated with the destruction or modification of wetlands and streams and new construction in wetlands

and streams wherever there was a practicable alternative.

The Fermi 3 power block was located in the largest contiguous upland area consistent with Constraints 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10. The cooling tower was also located in this upland area at a distance from the

power block that satisfies nuclear safety considerations, per Constraint 9. The minimum separation

distance precludes siting the cooling tower entirely within the available upland adjacent to the Fermi 3

power block area.

A combined Fermi 2/Fermi 3 warehouse, parking, VIB, and PAP located on the west side of the protected

area boundary, offers significant efficiency advantages over the operational life of the plants. A multi-

level parking structure connected to the PAP addresses the need for parking for anadditional 900 staff

when Fermi 3 is operational while minimizing impact to the adjacent wetlands. The location of these

facilities supports the integration of the Fermi 2 and Fermi 3 protected areas when construction is

completed and satisfies other nuclear security considerations per Constraints 2, 3, 6, 9 and 10.

Construction of the Fermi 3 intake structure, discharge pipe, and barge slip within the existing Fermi 2

intake embayment reduces the cumulative area of lake bottom that will be disturbed per Constraint 1.

The discharge pipe is the only Fermi 3 component that will require dredging beyond the operations and

maintenance dredging currently authorized for Fermi 2 under MDEQ and USACE permits.

Adequate laydown area is needed to support the modular construction that is a key component of modern

nuclear power plants, as described in Constraint 8. Reactors such as the ESBWR proposed for Fermi 3

use standardized modules to expedite the construction schedule. With the relocation of the 345kV

transmission, the field to the west, and immediately adjacent to the power block, along the north side of

Fermi Drive, possesses the attributes necessary for key construction activities consistent with Constraints

7 and 8. Use of this area includes some unavoidable impacts to wetland areas that will be restored

following completion of construction of Fermi 3.
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Overall impacts to wetlands were reduced in the Preferred Alternative (Revision 2) from those in

Revisions 0 and 1. There would be an approximately 120-acre decrease in wetland impacts from

Revision 0 and an approximately 4-acre decrease in impacts from Revision 1. Open water impacts were

also reduced in the Preferred Alternative from Revisions 0 and 1. The Preferred Alternative also presents

less total impact to those Michigan Natural Communities that are considered rare and imperiled. These

include Great Lakes marsh and southern swamp (southern hardwood swamp). For the rare and

imperiled wetland types, there was an approximately 125-acre decrease in impacts from Revision 0 to the

Preferred Alternative and an approximately 10-acre decrease in impacts from Revision 1 to the Preferred

Alternative. All the permanent and temporary wetland impacts in the Revision 2 site layout were

unavoidable given the ten constraints previously outlined. The Preferred Alternative presents significantly

less impact to the high functioning, high value wetland communities at the Fermi site. Based on the

results of the alternative site layout analysis, the Preferred Alternative was selected as the proposed site

layout that best addresses avoidance and minimization of wetland impacts.

References

1. Ducks Unlimited, DTE Fermi II Site, Monroe County, Wetland Investigation Report, July 2008

2. Letter from Peter W. Smith (Detroit Edison) to USNRC, "Detroit Edison Company Response to
NRC Requests for Additional Information Related to the Environmental Review," NRC3-09-0017,
dated December 23, 2009.
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Table 5.3-1 Comparison of Impacts for Alternative Site Layouts

Type Revision 0 Revision 1 PreferredAlternative

Wetland Impacts by Type

PEM wetlanda 49.66 acres 13.61 acres 20.90 acres
2.163E06 sq. ft 5.929E05 sq. ft 9.102E05 sq. ft

PFO wetland 96.66 acres 18.97 acres 6.84 acres
4.210E06 sq. ft 8.262E05 sq. ft 2.979E05 sq. ft

PSS wetland 7.00 acres 4.10 acres 5.28 acres
3.048E05 sq. ft 1.786E05 sq. ft 2.29E059 sq. ft

Total wetlands 153.31 acres 36.68 acres 33.01 acres
6.678E06 sq. ft 1.598E06 sq. ft 1.438E06 sq. ft

Open water 14.05 acres 12.58acres 5.26 acres
6.122E05 sq. ft 5.479E05 sq. ft 2.293E05 sq. ft

Wetland Impacts by Michigan Natural Communityb

Rare and imperiled: Great 47.53 acres 10.38 acres 12.86 acres
Lakes marsh 2.071 E06 sq. ft 4.524E05 sq. ft 5.603E05 sq. ft

Rare and imperiled: 92.19 acres 14.08 acres 1.95 acres
southern hardwood swamp 4.016E06 sq. ft 6.131E05 sq. ft 8.493E04 sq. ft

Southern shrub carr 7.00 acres 3.92 acres 3.91 acres
3.048E05 sq. ft 1.709E05 sq. ft 1.703E05 sq. ft

PEM wetland - coastal 0 0.80 acres 0.80 acres
3.469E04 sq. ft 3.469E04 sq. ft

PEM wetlanda 2.13 acres 2.43 acres 7.24 acres
9.258E04 sq. ft 1.058E05 sq. ft 3.153E05 sq. ft

PFO wetland 4.47 acres 4.89 acres 4.89 acres
1.948E05 sq. ft 2.131E05 sq. ft 2.129E05 sq. ft

PSS wetland 0 0.18 acres 1.37 acres
7698 sq. ft 5.956E04 sq. ft

Open water 14.05 acres 12.58 acres 5.26 acres
6.122E05 sq. ft 5.479E05 sq. ft 2.293E05 sq. ft

a Includes 1.88 acres (8.188E047 sq. feet) of nonjurisdictional PEM wetland impacts.
b Chapter 324, Section 303.01(t) of the Michigan Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act lists Michigan

Natural Communities that are considered rare and imperiled. These include Great Lakes marsh and southern swamp
(southern hardwood swamp). At Fermi, these communities include Wetlands C, M and the South Canal (Great Lakes
marsh) and I, F, BB/EE/FF and L (southern swamp) because they are relatively intact systems with vegetation
communities typical of Great Lakes marshes and southern swamps. Wetland E is a combination of emergent
marsh/wet meadow and southern shrub carr with direct surface water connection to Lake Erie. The other Fermi site
wetlands do not readily fall into a natural community category due to fragmentation and disturbance factors. Any
wetland considered "other" that is connected hydrologically to Lake Erie or is within 1000 feet of the ordinary high
water mark (elevation 571.6 feet IGLD 1955) is considered coastal.
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Figure 5.2-2 Revision 1 Site Layout and Wetland Impacts
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Figure 5.2-3 Preferred Site Layout and Wetland Impacts
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Figure 5.2-4 Separation of Fermi 2 from Fermi 3 Construction Activities
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Appendix A. USACE Supplemental RAIs

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
DETROIT DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

REGULATORY OFFICE
477 MICHIGAN AVENUE, 6TH FLOOR

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226-2550

November 19, 2010
ATNIN OFP.

Engineering & Technical Services
Regulatory Office
File No. LRE-2008-00443-1

Randy Westmoreland
Detroit Edison Company
2000 Second Avenue, 337 WCB
Detroit, Michigan 48226

Dear Mr. Westmoreland:

The purpose of this letter is to transmit Detroit District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) comments on the Detroit Edison (DTE) response, received February 11, 2010, to our
November 2009 request for additional information (RAI) on the proposed Fermi 3 nuclear power
plant project.

Please submit the additional information requested to this office no later than January 10,
2011. For any RAIs that cannot be addressed within this timeframe, provide an expected
submittal date (s) within 30 days of the date of this letter.

If you have questions, please contact Colette Luff of my staff at the above address, or by
telephone (313-226-7485), or by E-Mail (Colette.M.Lufl@usace.army.mil). Please reference
File No. LRE-2008-00443-1 in all future communications with USACE regarding this project.

We are interested in your thoughts and opinions concerning your experience with the
Detroit District, Corps of Engineers Regulatory Program. If you are interested in letting us know
how we are doing, you can complete an electronic Customer Service Survey from our web site
at: http.llper2.nwp.usace.army.mil/survey.html. Alternatively, you may contact us and request a
paper copy of the survey that you may complete and return to us by mail or fax. Thank you for
taking the time to complete the survey, we appreciate your feedback.

Sincerely,

John Konik
Chief, Regulatory Office
Engineering & Technical Services

Enclosure

Copy Furnished:

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Bruce Olson, w/Encl.
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USACE Supplemental Requests for Additional Information
November 19, 2010

1. General comments regarding all DTE responses to USACE RAIs:

a. US Army Corps of Engineers, Detroit District (USACE) acceptance of DTE's response to RAI
USACE-1 and -2 in part or whole is not an indication of USACE agreement/acceptance of
conclusions stated in the response, including those regarding: status of proposed project relative
to the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative; compliance of proposed
regulated activities with 404(b)(1) Guidelines; public interest review; and acceptability of
proposed mitigation to compensate for unavoidable loss of waters of the US and adjacent
wetlands.

b. USACE Jurisdiction: See Reference 2.a. for USACE jurisdictional determination:

During our site inspections of the Fermi property, we determined that there are several non-
wetland open water features that are physically separated from the ordinary high waters of Lake
Erie, a navigable water of the US, by patches of upland ground. In addition, our review of
potential transmission line corridors indicates that there may be non-wetland open water areas
that are upstream and/or isolated from the ordinary high waters of the nearest navigable waters
of the US. The USACE does not have Section 10 or Section 404 jurisdiction over such water
features. The State of Michigan (Michigan Department of Natural Resources and
Environment-MDNRE) assumed Federal permit authority for non-navigable/non-wetland
waters per Section 404(g) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and 40 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR), Part 233 (see General Comment l.c.).

During our site inspections of the Fermi property, we also determined that several wetland
areas identified in the Ducks Unlimited (DU) wetland delineation report for the Fermi property
are not adjacent to Lake Erie. In addition, our review of the potential transmission line
corridors also indicates that there may be wetlands within the corridors that are not adjacent to
navigable waters of the US. The State of Michigan has assumed Federal permit authority for
such wetlands per Section 404(g) of the CWA and 40 CFR, Part 233(see General Comment
i.c.). In the event that the Environmental Protection Agency, per 40 CFR, Part 233.50, directs
us to conduct a permiit evaluation for discharges in any of the non-navigable/non-wetland
waters or non-adjacent wetlands at the Fermi property or within the transmission line corridors,
the Detroit District USACE will make the final determination on Section 404 jurisdiction.

The discharge of dredged material/fill into wetlands adjacent to navigable waters of the US and
non-adjacent wetlands requires compliance with the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines regardless of
whether there is joint USACE-MDNRE jurisdiction or just MDNRE jurisdiction. In this
regard, we recommend that Section 404 compliance be addressed in holistic manner to
facilitate a comprehensive understanding of DTE's site alternative analysis, project description,
impacts, on-site alternative analysis, subsequent avoidance and minimization analysis and
ultimately, compliance with the 404(b)(1) Guidelines.
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USACE Supplemental Requests for Additional Information
November 19, 2010

c. State of Michigan assumption of Section 404 program:

In 1984, Michigan received authorization from the federal government to administer Section
404 of the CWA in most areas of the state. A state administered 404 program must be
consistent with the requirements of the CWA and associated regulations set forth in the Section
404(b)(1) guidelines. Whereas in other states, where an applicant must apply to the USACE
and a state agency separately for wetland permits, applicants in Michigan generally submit only
one wetland permit application using a joint application form that directs submission to the
MDNRE. State and federal authorities overlap in coastal and certain other waters according to
Section 10 of the Federal Rivers and Harbors Act, and both federal and state permits are
required. In accordance with Section 404(g) of the CWA, the USACE retains federal
jurisdiction over traditionally navigable waters including the Great Lakes, connecting channels,
other waters connected to the Great Lakes where navigational conditions are maintained, and
wetlands adjacent to these waters. Activities in these waters require a joint permit application.

Federal oversight of state-administered 404 programs is the responsibility of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). The MDNRE 1983 Memorandum of Agreement
with USEPA Region 5 outlines the procedures to be followed in program administration. This
agreement waives federal review of the vast majority of applications in areas under Michigan's
404 jurisdiction. However, federal agencies must review projects which impact critical
environmental areas, or which involve large quantities of fill. At the present time, USEPA
review about one percent of all applications received. If the MDNRE determines that an
application under Michigan's 404 program is subject to federal review, copies of the public
notice are sent to USEPA Region 5, Detroit District USACE, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. The USEPA is responsible for compiling all federal comments, and submitting
comments on the federal position to the MDNRE.

The MDNRE may not issue a permit which carries Section 404 authority if the USEPA objects
to the project. This is true even if the applicant successfully appeals the state's denial of a
permit at the administrative level or through a state court. Section 404 provides for a reversion
to USACE processing if a state and USEPA reach an impasse on a project (that is, if the state is
prepared to issue a permit, but US EPA continues to object)

d. Many of the figures/tables provided in support of DTE's RAI responses are not legible in 8-
1/2" x 11'" format and/or not legible if printed in black and white, then copied/reproduced in
black and white. This is required for all figures, tables, maps, etc. submitted with a permit
application. Reductions of engineering drawings are usually not acceptable as they may be
cluttered and illegible when reduced. Further, the figures/drawings/maps should not identify
activities that are outside of the regulatory scope of analysis unless identified as state-regulated
per General Comments Lb. & I.e. above.

2
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USACE Supplemental Requests for Additional Information
November 19, 2010

2. References:

a. USACE 9 Nov 2010 letter to DTE, USACE jurisdictional determination for Fermi property

b. Alternative Site Analysis, Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Unit

c. Pages J-2 to J-7, Appendix J, Draft EIS for COL for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3

d. 40 CFR Part 230-Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines for Specification of Disposal Sites for Dredged
or fill Material, available at http://www.usace.army.nil/CECW/Pages/regmaterials.aspx

e. Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Figures

f. Appendix B, Sample Drawings, of MDNRE-USACE Joint Permit Application available at:
http://www.michigangov/deq/0,1607,7-135-3307_29692_24403-67371--,00.html

g. On-site Alternative Analysis (Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3

h. Page J-9, Appendix J, Draft EIS for the COL for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3

i. Ducks Unlimited (DU) document, dated July 2008, prepared for DTE: DTE Fermi Site, Monroe
County Wetland Investigation Report

j. Michigan's Natural Communities: http://web4.msue.msu.edu/mnfi/communities/index.cfm

k. MiRAM Version 2.1 User's Manual available at: http://www.michigan.gov/deq/0,1607,7-135-
3313_3687-240071--,00.html. The Michigan Rapid Assessment Method for Wetlands
(MiRAM) provides a standardized method to evaluate and document a wetland's functional
value which includes its ecological condition (integrity) and its potential to provide ecological
and societal services (functions and values).

1. Detroit District Corps of Engineers permit evaluation document template (attachment to initial
RAts)

m. 33 CFR Parts 320-332: Regulatory Programs of the Corps of Engineers, available at:
http://www.usace.army.mil/CECW/Pages/regmaterials.aspx

n. Part 332 of reference 1.m (also known as Department of the Army, USACE of Engineers 33
CFR Parts 325 as amended and 332, and Environmental Protection Agency 40 CFR Part 230,
Final Rule: Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources, available at:
http ://www.epa gov/owow keep/wetlands/wetlandsmitigation/index.html#regs)

o. Shape file submittal format (attachment 1)

3
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USACE Supplemental Requests for Additional Information
November 19, 2010

3. USACE Response to DTE Response to USACE RAIs 1 & 2:

a. RAI USACE-2a: Project description/purpose & need

DTE Response: Project description/purpose & need, Subsection 1.2.2 and Section 1.3
USACE Response: Complete

b. RAI USACE-2b: Alternative Site Analysis, wetland fill avoidance emphasis

DTE Response: Avoidance-site selection emphasis, Subsection 2.1.1.
USACE Response: Incomplete. Chapter 5 Conclusion not supported. Eight candidate sites
were identified as reasonable locations for construction of a project to accomplish the project
purpose (add baseload electric generating capacity to address current and future peak electricity
demand in the DTE service area). However, the analysis of alternative sites conducted to reach
DTE's preferred site alludes to, but does not identify specifics as to why the other sites are
either not practicable or why a project at the Fermi site would be the environmentally
preferable site. Table C-1, as is, does not support the site alternative analysis. The Appendix C
figures do not provide useful supportive information for the site alternative analysis. The
figures provided in support are not legible. To complete this RAI, the following is required:

Provide Corps/MDNRE-focused alternative site analysis narrative that includes specific,
supported reasoning, within the context of the 404 (b)(1) Guidelines, as to why candidate sites
have been discarded from further consideration using first, the practicability test (Reference
2.d: Paragraph 230.10(a)(2)). An alternative is only practicable where it is available and
capable of being done taking into account cost, existing technology and logistics in light of
overall project purpose.

If more than a single site remains following application of the practicability test, apply the "less
environmentally damaging" test by conducting a reconnaissance level assessment of the
impacts of the project footprint, at each practicable site, on waters of the US and adjacent
wetlands, and on relevant public interest factors followed by an analysis that leads to the
selection of an environmentally preferable location.

Include a text description of the practicability outcome, and if more than a single site remains,
the impact analysis outcome for the practicable sites. Provide a statement indicating which site
location would be the environmentally preferable site.

For the analysis of practicable alternative sites, provide legible figures illustrating impact of the
project footprint on waters of the US and adjacent wetlands, as well as tabular presentation of
the information. Note that Table C-I could be used to illustrate impacts to waters of the US and

4
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November 19, 2010

wetlands after removing alternatives that are not practicable and adding the Fermi site to the
table. Provide additional supporting figures and/or tables to illustrate other relevant impacts,
level of impacts, etc. to support the analysis and conclusion.

It is not acceptable to support the analysis by reference to a RAI response or ER section, table,
figure, etc. All such information should be directly incorporated into the narrative. All
supportive figures and tables should be submitted in the format described in General Comment
1. d.

Reference 2.b. is provided as an example of a supported alternative site analysis, with the final
summary of the selection of the preferred alternative documented in Reference 2.c. In total,
such documentation provides a complete alternative site analysis.

Assuming the alternative site analysis outcome results in an environmentally preferred site that
is either the least environmentally damaging site (relative to wetland impacts), or selection of a
different site is justified, the presumption of "avoidance" is overcome for site locations. Then
the analysis of alternatives at the environmentally preferred site, for the purpose of
demonstrating that wetland fill impacts to the selected site have been avoided to the extent
possible and the proposed project is the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative
(LEDPA), can proceed.

c. RAI USACE-lg. Project (proposed, USACE/DNRE-regulated activities) description

DTE Response: Project Descriptions and Figures, Subsection 1.2.2.
USACE Response: Incomplete. The response provided is too broad. In addition, the
supporting figures provided are not legible in 8-1/2 x 11" format and not reproducible in black
and white.

For the alternative site analysis, provide a narrative description of project elements and
construction activities, for each practicable alternative, that would affect waters and wetlands of
the US, and a figure (s) showing the footprint of the project that clearly illustrates the siting of
each proposed plan element/construction activity in relation to waters of the US and adjacent
wetlands. If necessary for legibility, figures can be referenced to an index sheet. Provide
additional project description narrative and figures, as necessary, to support the analysis and
conclusions.

On completion of the alternative site analysis and selection of a preferred site and to provide a
basis for the on-site alternative analysis, provide a narrative of the proposed project plan that
describes the regulated activity (dredging, wetland fill, pier construction, etc) and purpose for
(navigation, grading for structure, fill discharge for construction road, toe protection, temporary
laydown area, etc), and the location of the activity on environmentally preferable site and in
relation to the waters of the US and adjacent wetlands. Provide a similar narrative for
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features/construction activities of each alternative site layout that differ from the proposed
project, as well as locations and descriptions of off-site areas considered. For each alternative
layout, provide figures that show the footprint of each project alternative feature/construction
activity in relation to waters of the US and adjacent wetlands and the location of off-site areas
considered. If necessary for legibility, figures can be referenced to an index sheet.

On completion of the on-site alternative analysis, as the proposed plan may change, provide a
narrative description of the final proposed plan and descriptive figures as discussed above.

Supportive figures should be legible, succinct, specific representations of existing and proposed
(as a result of regulated activities) site conditions. It is not acceptable to support the analysis by
reference to a RAI response or ER section, table, figure, etc. All such information should be
directly incorporated into the narrative. All supportive figures and tables should be submitted
in the fornat described in General Comment 1. d.

References 2.e. is provided as an example of final project plan figures. Reference 2.f. provides
samples project figures depicting various regulated structures and fills.

d. RAI USACE-2c: On-Site Alternative Analysis (Minimization). Note: In determining which
proposed project alternative is the least environmentally damaging, the USACE uses a
sequential approach of first analyzing project modifications to avoid wetland impacts, including
use of non wetland sites whether on or off the environmentally preferable site, then analyzing
project modifications to minimize wetland impacts. Since there are no activities associated
with a power plant that require siting in wetlands, we presume there are practicable alternatives
available that do not have a discharge into wetlands and such alternatives will have less
environmental impact and therefore be environmentally preferable unless the applicant
demonstrates otherwise. Unless DTE can rebut this presumption, a permit cannot be issued.

DTE Response: Minimization of wetland impacts. Minimization must be shown for each of
the alternative sites in the analysis of avoidance, Subsection 2.2.1
USACE Response: Incomplete. Subsection 2.2.1 is part of the alternative site analysis and
does not address the on-site alternative analysis. Section 2.3 of DTE's response provides a
limited and incomplete, for the purposes of the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines, analysis ofon-
site alternatives. Chapter 5 conclusions are not supported. Completion of this response requires:

A USACE/MDNRE-focused analysis of alternatives to the proposed plan (see 1 .c.), presented
as a narrative. The alternative analysis will require some degree of baseline condition and
impact analysis. The analysis must include:

Description (see I .c.)ofthe proposed project plan and alternatives with each description
supported by figures depicting, at a minimum, plan-view of the alternative features relative to
the aquatic resource impacts, and a detailed analysis of the steps taken to avoid and minimize
wetland fill and reduce other environmental impacts (public interest factors).
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Consideration of project modifications involving reconfiguration of project elements,
movement of project features upland (off site or on site), reduction in project scope or size to
avoid wetland and Waterway impacts to the minimum necessary to meet applicable
requirements (e.g., access, safety, erosion control, etc.), changes in construction
methods/equipment, construction sequence, implementation of special operating procedures
(e.g., monitoring, protection of critical areas, adherence to environmental windows, etc.) or the
use of other methods that reflect sensitivity to the environment. Examples include:

Relocation or redesign of the proposed construction laydown areas to uplands. Include off-
site areas;

Modification of the construction schedule so that the areas proposed for permanent impacts
could be used as construction laydown areas;

Relocation or redesign of the proposed roads/warehouse areas to uplands;

Reduction in the length and width of the impact area for the discharge pipe and fish return to
the minimum necessary to meet the purpose of these project aspects;

Reduction in the width of the proposed dredge channel necessary to the minimum necessary
for barge ingress and egress and to ensure dredge barge access for the proposed method of
dredging;

Reduction of the footprint of any in-water structure to the minimum necessary to meet the
purpose of the project aspect;

Relocation or redesign of cooling tower fill to avoid/minimize impact to south canal.

Quantification of all impacts to waters of the US (both temporary and permanent), including
jurisdictional wetlands, for each on-site alternative. For waterways, include both linear feet of
waterway impacts and square feet of impact; for permanent wetlands impacts, include both
square foot and acreage impacts; and for temporary wetland impacts, include both square foot
and acreage, and temporal impact (length of time necessary to return the affected wetland to
pre-project condition and function) in years.

Consideration of the general functions and value of the wetlands (reference 2.1 and natural
community status (reference 2. j and per discussions during October 7, 2010 Fermi on-site
meeting/site inspection).

Reasons for amending the project as changes developed from the initial proposal through the
current proposal and ultimately to a project that would further minimize the currently proposed
impacts, including a complete description of the criteria used to identify, evaluate, and screen
the alternatives.

7
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Provide a statement that identifies the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative
(LEDPA) configuration and summarize the final selection and identify the quantity of
unavoidable losses, including temporal losses. Provide a final description and depiction of the
preferred alternative as described in I.c.

Reference 2.g. is provided as an example of an on-site alternative analysis, with the final
summary of the selection of the preferred alternative documented in Reference 2.h.

Provide supportive figures that are legible, succinct, specific representations of existing and
proposed (as a result of regulated activities) site conditions. It is not acceptable to support the
analysis by reference to a RAI response or ER section, table, figure, etc. All such information
should be directly incorporated into the narrative. All supportive figures and tables should be
submitted in the format described in General Comment 1. d.

e. RAI USACE-la: Public interest factor baseline condition description for proposed plan

DTE Response: Public Interest Factor Baseline Condition Description, Chapter 3 of RAI
response per Table 1-1
USACE Response: Incomplete. For the proposed Fermi 3 revised layout, DTE provided the
baseline information on the environmental setting for the region and the entire Fermi 3 project
area. However, the USACE/MDNRE regulatory decisions are based on a subset of the Fermi 3
project, specifically that portion of the project which involves USACE/MDNRE- regulated
activities. In addition, the supporting figures provided/referenced in the response were, in part,
not legible in 8-1/2" x 11" format and some were not legible when printed/copied in black and
white format. Completion of this RAI requires:

For the proposed DTE preferred alternative, as determined by the on-site analysis, provide a
succinct description of the baseline condition of each site for each proposed regulated activity
(temporary and permanent) (e.g., dredge/fill discharge , structure; construction/stockpile
activity, operation, etc. in water of US or adjacent wetlands) including specific relevant figures,
tables, etc. and summaries of pertinent issues presented by federal and state agencies, mined
from the information provided in the RAI response (including references) for the following
factors: Conservation and Overall Ecology (project area overview), Wetlands, Fish & Wildlife,
Historic Properties and Archaeological Resources.

Regarding navigation, provide vessel information, including the ship/barge navigation needs to
access the site; maximum draft when full; length and width of ships/barge.

Identification of the specific functions and values of each individual wetland impact area. The
general discussion provided in reference 1.i. is not specific enough to determine impacts and
subsequent compensatory mitigation. If specific information is not already available for
impacted wetland areas, USACE/MDNRE suggests the use of the Michigan Rapid Assessment

8
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Method (MiRAM) (reference 1k) for documenting the functions and values of impact areas
(unavoidable, including temporary loss areas). For non-wetland aquatic site areas, describe the
functions and values of the resource and basis for the decision. The documentation can be
supported by studies/reports, but relevant support information must be summarized & included
as narrative, figures, tables, etc. This discussion will serve as the basis for determining
compensatory mitigation.

Work at the meteorological tower(s) sites may be regulated. Include baseline conditions for the
construction, operation, and maintenance impact area(s) in waters of US or adjacent wetlands.

Section II D of Reference 1.1 can be used as a guide (or format) for narrowing the discussion to
the baseline information of interest to the USACE/MDNRE review. This section of the
referenced document provides the groundwork for the environmental impact analysis which
includes the USACE-required NEPA, public interest and 404 reviews.

It is not acceptable to support the analysis by reference to a RAI response or ER section, table,
figure, etc. All such information should be directly incorporated into the narrative. All
supportive figures and tables should be submitted in the format described in General Comment
1. d.

f. RAI USACE-lb: Aquatic resource context/importance

DTE Response: Coastal Wetlands, Subsection 3.6.1 of RAI response per Table 1-1
USACE Response: Incomplete. The discussion is too general for impact evaluation purposes.
Completion of this RAI requires:

Further refinement in identification of natural community types and status (reference 1. h and
per discussions during October 7, 2010 Fermi on-site meeting/site inspection) in the
USACE/MDNRE-regulated work areas.

Natural community identification for each on-site alternative determined to be practicable or
less damaging than the preferred alternative.

Identification and location of the same community types along western Lake Erie and current
status (federal/state protected, reasonably foreseeable development, loss, fragmentation, etc.) of
the resource. This could be incorporated into baseline conditions.

Provide supportive figures that are legible, succinct, specific representations of existing and
proposed (as a result of regulated activities) site conditions. It is not acceptable to support the
analysis by reference to a RAI response or ER section, table, figure, etc. All such information
should be directly incorporated into the narrative. All supportive figures and tables should be
submitted in the format described in General Comment 1. d.
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g. RAI USACE-ic: Public Interest Impact assessment

DTE Response: Impact Evaluation, Chapter 4 of RAI response per Table 1-1.
USACE Response: Incomplete. For the proposed Fermi 3 preferred alternative (revised
layout), DTE provided the impact assessment for the region and the entire Fermi 3 project area.
However, the USACE/MDNRE regulatory decisions are based on a subset of the Fermi 3
project, specifically that portion of the project which involves USACE/MDNRE- regulated
activities. In addition, the supporting figures provided/referenced in the response were, in part,
not legible in 8-1/2" x 11" format and some were not legible when printed/copied in black and
white format. Completion of this RAI, requires prior completion of the alternative site analysis
and on-site analysis and identification of the LEDPA plan:

For the proposed DTE preferred plan, provide a succinct description of the short term
(temporary) and long term (permanent) direct, indirect and cumulative impacts per each
proposed regulated activity (temporary and permanent) (e.g., dredge/fill discharge , structure,
construction/stockpile activity, operation, etc. in water of US or adjacent wetlands) including
specific relevant figures, tables, etc. and summaries of pertinent issues presented by federal and
state agencies, mined from the information provided in the RAI response (including references)
for the following factors: Conservation and Overall Ecology (project area overview),
Wetlands, Fish & Wildlife, Historic Properties and Archaeological Resources.

The impact assessment must address permanent and temporal impacts to the functions and
values of the aquatic resources to be impacted. The general discussion provided is not specific
enough to determine impacts and subsequent compensatory mitigation.

It is not acceptable to support the analysis by reference to a RAI response or ER section, table,
figure, etc. All such information should be directly incorporated into the narrative. All
supportive figures and tables should be submitted in the format described in General Comment
1. d.

I. RAI USACE-Id. Function and value identification/impact assessment of affected waters of
US and adjacent wetlands.

DTE Response: Water-related and wetland impact discussion, Section 4.5 & Subsection 4.18
of RAI Response per Table 1-1
USACE Response: Incomplete. Note that a small regional reduction in wetland quantity is not
necessarily considered a minor impact, given the cumulative loss and national "no net loss of
wetlands" policy, unless the "Avoidance" test has been met and unavoidable losses are
mitigated.

10
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The regulated activities are a subset of the entire Fermi 3 project. To complete this RAI, the
following is required:

See USACE responses: la, lb, 1c.

i. RAI USACE-lf. Proposed special conditions to minimize project impacts

DTE Response: Minimization of Detrimental Project Effects, Subsection 2.4.2
USACE Response: Incomplete. In accordance with the 404(b)(1) Guidelines, because
mitigation will be required for any potential adverse impacts on the aquatic environment, even
when the LEDPA is selected, the LEDPA will be determined first and then appropriate and
practicable steps to minimize then mitigate any impacts that the LEDPA may cause on the
aquatic environment (unavoidable losses) will be determined. These are the last steps in the
sequence of avoiding impacts, then minimizing impacts, then compensating for any aquatic
sites that have been destroy

The public interest determination involves more than an evaluation of impacts to the aquatic
environment. Once the project has been determined to comply with the 404(b)(1) guidelines,
the project must also be evaluated to ensure it is not contrary to the public interest through a
review of 20 public interest factors (listed in 33 CFR 320.4(a)(1). A project may have an
adverse effect, a beneficial effect, a negligible effect or no effect on any or all these factors.
The project must be evaluated in light of these factors, other relevant public interest factors,
and the interest of the applicant to determine the overall balance of the project with respect to
the public interest.

Per 33 CFR Section 325.4 USACE is authorized to include special conditions in a permit to
insure the proposal will not be contrary to the public interest. Any special practices or
conditions proposed minimize impacts would be limited to those necessary to comply with
Federal law (relative to USACE authorities; see 33 CFR Parts 320.1, 320.2, and 320.3) while
affording the appropriate environmental protection, including the offsetting of aquatic impacts
with compensatory mitigation. The special conditions must be sufficiently justified and
substantially related to impact issues raised in the public interest review process.
In response to this RAI, DTE did not adequately identify appropriate and practicable steps to
minimize impacts raised in the public interest review process (3.e.-3.h.). While a conceptual
mitigation plan was provided to address compensation for unavoidable wetland losses and
ensure project activities are not contrary to the public interest, review of the plan at this time
would be premature since the LEDPA plan was not adequately identified as previously
discussed.

Completion of this RAI requires completion of 3.b. and 3.c. then, as part of the public review
impact analysis (3.e-3.h) process, identify and provide, in narrative form, specific measures
proposed (relative to USACE/MDNRE regulated activities and associated sites) to minimize

11
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impacts raised in the public interest review. This narrative can be incorporated with the impact
analysis (see reference 2.I.as a guide to incorporation). At a minimum, include the following:

Measures proposed (or status of coordination) to mitigate Federal and/or state
endangered/threatened species, bald eagle, historic properties/cultural resource impacts

Methods to avoid and minimize impacts to waters of the US, including:

Methods to minimize dredging and construction related turbidity;

Methods to minimize project effects (erosion, chemical releases, stormwater, etc) to water
quality;

A plan to manage potential impacts to aquatic species during dredging, pipe installation, and
other in- water construction, including the use of silt curtains or containment structures,
dredging/work windows, etc;

Measures proposed to minimize the fishery impacts by the elimination of the south channel
year-round fishery access to wetland C;

Discussion of the reduction in impact level due to implementation of the methods, measures,
mitigation.

Notwithstanding the lack of a LEDPA, the USACE notes the following conceptual level
deficiencies in the plan: Table in Appendix A figure illegible in 8-1/2" x 11" format; lack of
the following information: Focused function and value basis for the compensatory mitigation
(see USACE response 3.h); description/summary of expected temporal function loss;
description/summary of existing functions at mitigation site; comparison of permanent and
temporary functional loss at impact sites to the expected gain (above existing functions) at the
mitigation site(s); and identification of sustainability issues/risks related to the mitigation plan.
Completion of this portion of the RAI requires revision, as necessary of the concept mitigation
plan based on a completed LEDPA analysis and correction of the deficiencies. Note that
USACE approval of the final plan will be in accordance with 33 CFR part 332 (reference in).
Provide supportive figures that are legible, succinct, specific representations of existing and
proposed (as a result of regulated activities) site conditions. It is not acceptable to support the
analysis by reference to a RAI response or ER section, table, figure, etc. All such information
should be directly incorporated into the narrative. All supportive figures and tables should be
submitted in the format described in General Comment 1. d.
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j. RAI USACE-le. Appropriate and practicable steps taken to minimize potential adverse
impacts of the proposed discharge(s) on the aquatic ecosystem

DTE Response: Minimization of Discharges & Mitigation, Chapter 2 of RAI response per
Table 1-1
USACE Response: Incomplete. See USACE response 3.i. of this document.

k. RAI USACE-lh. Consideration of general criteria

DTE Response: Consideration of General Criteria within Evaluation, Chapter 4
USACE Response: Incomplete. Completion of this RAI requires:

Receipt of acceptable responses to 3.b - 3.j.

An additional narrative summarizing:

The unresolved conflicts relative to resource use involving the preferred site plan

The practicability of using reasonable alternative locations and methods to accomplish the
objectives of such project feature(s)

The public interest factors considered relevant and evaluated;

The project (USACE/MDNE regulatory focus) benefits and detriments, including extent and
permanence (see RAI US ACE-li question summary and supporting information) associated
with the relevant public interest factors;

The conditions and/or mitigation proposed and/or required to offset detrimental impacts

Other public interest factors considered but determined to have little or no impact applicable
to the public interest review.

L RAI USACE-1i. Impact significance levels

DTE Response: Impact Significant Levels, Chapter 4
USACE Response: Apply to future USACE RAI responses

13
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m. RAI USACE-lj. Public interest/NEPA review supportive documentation

DTE Response: Supporting materials, throughout
USACE Response: Incomplete. Many of the figures provided were in excess of the
information necessary, were provided as references and not included in the document and were
not legible. To complete this RAI, the following is required:

Provide supporting documentation per general comment 1.d. It is not acceptable to provide
supporting documentation by reference to a RAI response or ER section, table, figure, etc. All
such information should be directly incorporated into the narrative. All supportive figures and
tables should be submitted in the format described in General Comment 1. d.

Provide shape files in the format provided-in Attachment 1 (reference 2.o) for the following:

Delineated areas (A through ZZ) as presented in the DU wetland investigation report
(reference 2.i) and revised by the USACE JD (reference 2.a), and other areas on site
referenced in the report but not assigned a letter designation;

Proposed mitigation area(s)

n. RAI USACE-2d. 404(b)(1) Analysis supportive documentation

DTE Response: Supporting records and drawings, throughout Appendix C
USACE Response: Incomplete. See USACE response 3.m.

14
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Detroit Edison reviewed the eight candidate sites identified in Section 9.3 of the Fermi 3 Combined License

Application (COLA) Environmental Report (Reference 1) within the context of the CWA Section 404 (b)(1)

guidelines to identify a least environmentally damaging practicable alternative (LEDPA). First Detroit Edison

performed a practicability assessment that considered various technical, economic, safety, and environmental

criteria that reflect the overall purpose of the project. Sites that passed the practicability assessment were then

evaluated for potential impacts on waters of the U.S. and adjacent wetlands to identify an environmentally

preferable location. A detailed description of the review is provided below.

B.1 PRACTICABILITY ASSESSMENT

Detroit Edison conducted an assessment of the eight candidate sites identified in Section 9.3 of the

Environmental Report to determine the practicability of locating the proposed nuclear generating facility at each

site. The criteria applied during the practicability assessment included the following:

" Land acquisition
" Proximity to 345-kV or greater transmission line
" Proximity to adequate water supply
" Proximity to hazardous land uses (e.g., airports, dams, transportation routes, chemical plants,

refineries, mining operations, oil or gas pipelines/storage installations, military facilities)

Detroit Edison established threshold values for each criterion based on guidance provided in the Electric Power

Research Institute (EPRI) Siting Guide: Site Selection and Evaluation Criteria for an Early Site Permit

Application, March 2002 (Reference 2). Sites that did not meet the threshold value were judged to be

impracticable. The remaining sites were retained for further evaluation.

The study involved reviewing existing data from the 2006 Detroit Edison preliminary siting study (Reference 3),
the Fermi 3 Environmental Report (Reference 1), the Detroit Edison response to NRC RAI Question AL9.3-1

(Reference 4), and supplementing the dataset with additional Geographical Information System (GIS)

information (Reference 5), to facilitate data collection and analysis.

The practicability evaluation criteria and the rationale used to establish their threshold values are described

below. Table 1 provides a comparative summary of candidate site attributes relative to each of the evaluation

criteria, and Detroit Edison's conclusions regarding the practicability of the site under that criterion. Site

boundaries and attributes are shown in Figures 1 through 8.

B.1.1 Land Acquisition

The costs and effects of land acquisition are important in siting a nuclear plant. In this assessment, sites that

are owned by Detroit Edison, whole or in part, were considered practicable. For the purpose of this

assessment, it was assumed that land not owned by Detroit Edison would be purchased from the land owner.

The cost of acquiring the necessary land area for a proposed project and the potential for in-holdings and title

restrictions increase with the number of parcels and land owners. When multiple parcels need to be

assembled, the individual owners have an incentive to hold out for prices in excess of their true valuation of the

property in hopes of capturing a share of the surplus from the project. Also, individual owners, especially those

who have occupied their property for a long period of time may place a higher value on the land than the
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assessed value, and that value could be substantial. In addition, the Michigan Farmlands and Open Spaces

Preservation Act of 1974 provides for the formation of a development rights agreement between individual farm

owners and the State that ensures the land is maintained in agricultural use for a minimum of 10 years in return

for tax benefits. If the agreement is terminated or allowed to expire, repayment of tax credits received during

the last 7 years under the agreement plus 6 percent interest is required (Reference 6).

The potential for displacement of individuals and businesses also increase with the number parcels and land

owners. This could impact the availability of comparable replacement dwellings and sites in the local area, and

has the potential for other social and economic impacts.

In the preliminary siting study (Reference 3), sites that required land acquisition from more than 30 owners

were eliminated, while sites with 30 or fewer land owners or residences were retained. Therefore, sites with 30

or more individual owners or residences were identified as impracticable.

Four candidate sites (Sites A, W1, W2, and W3) have more than 30 owners and were considered to be

impracticable.

B.A.2 Proximity to 345-kV or Greater Transmission Line

Access to an existing transmission system is an essential criterion in siting a nuclear plant. According to the

preliminary siting study (Reference 3), the cost of construction for a single-circuit 345-kV transmission line is

approximately $980,000 per mile. Additional costs for land acquisition and permitting would also be incurred.

Not only do costs increase with increasing transmission line construction to support the new plant, but impacts

to the environment also increase. In addition, upgrades to the existing transmission grid, including substation

improvements, the addition of new transmission lines in existing rights-of way (ROWs), and the addition of new

ROWs, are potentially required. The need for such upgrades is determined through detailed analysis, but the

need for additional upgrades typically increases with the distance. The distances in this assessment were

estimated by measuring the straight-line distance from each candidate site to the nearest existing 345-kV

transmission line.

Sites beyond a distance of 15 miles from existing 345-kV transmission lines were identified as impracticable.

Three candidate sites (Sites W1, W2, and W3) are more than 15 miles from the nearest 345-kV transmission

line and were considered to be impracticable.

B.1.3 Proximity to Adequate Water Source

Access to an adequate water source is an essential criterion in siting a nuclear plant. According to the

preliminary siting study (Reference 3), the cost of construction for a water supply pipeline is approximately

$1,100,000 per mile. Additional costs for land acquisition, construction of an intake structure and pumping

facility, and permitting would also be incurred. Not only do costs increase with increasing distance to the water

source, but impacts to the environment also increase. The distances in this assessment were estimated by

measuring the straight-line distance from each candidate site to the identified water source.

Sites beyond a pumping distance of 15 miles were identified as impracticable.
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Two candidate sites (Sites A, and C) are more than 15 miles from the nearest water source and were

considered to be impracticable.

B.1.4 Proximity to Railroad Access

Access to railroad lines is an important criterion in siting a nuclear plant because sufficient access must be

present in order to accommodate the transport of materials that will be used in reactor construction and the

transport of fuel assemblies during reactor operation.

According to the preliminary siting study (Reference 3), the cost of construction for a railroad spur is

approximately $2,000,000 per mile. Additional costs for land acquisition and permitting would also be incurred.

Not only do costs increase with increasing distance to the railroad access, but impacts to the environment also

increase. In addition, upgrades to the existing railroad system, including rails, cross ties, other track material,

sidings, road crossings, and bridges, are potentially required. The need for such upgrades is determined

through detailed analysis, but the need for additional upgrades typically increases with the distance to the site.

The distances in this assessment were estimated by measuring the straight-line distance from each candidate

site to the identified railroad access.

Sites beyond a distance of 7 miles were identified as impracticable.

No sites were considered to be impracticable under this criterion. All eight candidate sites are located within 7

miles of an existing railroad line.

B.1.5 Hazardous Land Uses

The proximity of facilities that could present a hazard to the proposed facility is an essential criterion in siting a

nuclear plant. As stated in the EPRI Siting Guide (Reference 2), "the purpose of this criterion is to incorporate

NRC guidance on site suitability consideration regarding the nature and proximity of man-related hazards (e.g.,

airports, dams, transportation routes, and military and chemical facilities) into the site selection process." Data

on the location of airports, dams, mining and quarrying operations, military bases, and petroleum/gas pipelines

were used to evaluate criterion.

Detroit Edison established the following metrics for evaluation of hazardous land uses near a candidate site:

" Sites with high energy facilities located withina 1-mile radius were identified as impracticable.
" Sites with a high density of hazardous land uses were identified as impracticable.

Two candidate sites (Sites A and C) have multiple large-diameter natural gas pipelines traversing the site within

'/2-mile of the reactor location and were considered to be impracticable.

Site N has a high density of hazardous land uses within 5 miles of the site and was considered to be

impracticable.

B.1.6 Summary

Eight sites within the Detroit Edison service area were evaluated for the practicability of locating the proposed

nuclear generating facility at each site. Six sites (five greenfield sites and one existing fossil-fired site) that
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exhibited undesirable characteristics were judged to be impracticable as sites for locating a new nuclear plant

and were excluded from further review. The six sites and the reasons for excluding them are listed below.

" Site A (Petersburg) - Impracticable due to number of land owners, a large distance to the nearest
water source, and proximity to sites with hazardous uses.

• Site C (South Britton) - Impracticable due to a large distance to the nearest water source and
proximity to sites with hazardous uses.

" Site N (Belle River) - Impracticable due to proximity to sites with hazardous uses.
* Site W1 (Port Austin) - Impracticable due to number of land owners and a great distance to the

transmission grid.
" Site W2 (Caseville) - Impracticable due to number of land owners and a great distance to the

transmission grid and the nearest railroad.
" Site W3 (Bay Port) - Impracticable due to number of land owners and a great distance to the

transmission grid.

The two remaining candidate sites, Site F (Greenwood) and Site M (Fermi) were evaluated for impacts on the

waters of the U.S. and adjacent wetlands.

B.2 WETLAND IMPACT ANALYSIS

Detroit Edison evaluated wetland and stream impacts associated with constructing a new nuclear generating

plant at the Fermi site (Site M) and the Greenwood site (Site F). This review was conducted as a screening-

level analysis to evaluate the general presence of wetlands and waters of the U. S., and potential impacts on

these resources related to siting a nuclear power plant. Recent wetland delineations were available for both

the Fermi site (Reference 7) and Greenwood site (Reference 8). The site-specific delineations were used to

evaluate potential construction impacts within the property boundaries. Potential offsite wetland and stream

impacts were evaluated using publically available GIS data from the National Wetlands Inventory (Reference 9)

and ESRI (Reference 10).

B.2.1 Greenwood Site (Site F)

The Greenwood site is an existing Detroit Edison-owned oil/gas-fired power plant site in Greenwood Township

of St. Clair County, Michigan. In 1972, Detroit Edison submitted an application to the U.S. Atomic Energy

Commission (USAEC) 1 for construction at the 1729-acre Greenwood site of a two-unit nuclear generating plant

that used spray canals to cool the circulating water system. The permit application included an environmental

report that evaluated the environmental impacts related to the construction of the proposed Greenwood Energy

Center Units 2 and 3. In 1974, USAEC staff published an environmental statement (Reference 11) that

evaluated the environmental impacts of the proposed nuclear generating plant; balanced the adverse

environmental effects with the environmental, economic, technical, and other benefits of the facility; and

concluded that the benefits associated with the proposed project were greater than its adverse environmental

effects. After Reference 11 was published, Detroit Edison made several design changes to the proposed

nuclear generating plant, including the use of natural draft cooling towers instead of spray canals, which

necessitated a major revision to their environmental report. Detroit Edison submitted the revised environmental

1 The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission is the predecessor to the NRC.
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report (Reference 12) to the USAEC in 1979. The revised environmental report and construction permit

application were under review when the nuclear project was cancelled in 1980.

As shown in Figure 10, the project area for the new nuclear plant is located in the southwestern portion of the

property. The potential configuration of the nuclear power plant within the Greenwood site was based on the

Impact Minimization Layout presented in Figure AppC-5 of Reference 13. That plant configuration for the

Greenwood site was derived by rotating the generic ESBWR plant layout 90 degrees and reconfiguring to avoid

impacts on Engles Drain. The construction areas at the Greenwood site include approximately 70 acres.

Because nuclear development at the Greenwood site was previously proposed, decisions regarding the make-

up water source, blowdown discharge location, likely routes for water supply and blowdown pipelines and

transmission lines, ROW widths, and transmission system upgrades are based on information provided in the

Greenwood Energy Center environmental report (Reference 12). The information provided in Reference 12

was the result of detailed engineering assessments and was reviewed by NRC and various State and Federal

regulatory agencies.

Blowdown from the closed-cycle cooling system would be discharged through a 5.1-mile pipeline to the Black

River. The ROW for the blowdown pipeline would extend southeast from the project area to the southeastern

corner of the Greenwood site. The route would then extend east along Norman Road to a terminal diffuser in

the Black River approximately 0.2 mile south of the point where Norman Road crosses the river. Detroit Edison

estimated that the ROW for the blowdown pipeline would be 100-feet wide. The route for the blowdown pipeline

is depicted on Figure 10.

Make-up water for the closed-cycle cooling system would be provided by a 17.5-mile water pipeline from Lake

Huron. The ROW for the water supply pipeline would follow existing roadways, extending south from the

project area along Kilgore Road to Metcalf Road, then east along Metcalf Road to an intake structure on the

bottom of Lake Huron. As discussed in the Final Environmental Report for Greenwood Energy Center Units 2

& 3 (Reference 12), the intake structure needs to be located 3 to 4 miles out into Lake Huron at a minimum

depth of 30 feet to avoid damage from surface ice, wave action, and low water levels; and to provide navigation

clearance. Consistent with the discussion in Reference 12, Detroit Edison assumed the intake structure would

be located approximately 4 miles from the lakeshore and approximately 40 feet below the surface. Detroit

Edison estimated that the ROW for the water supply pipeline would be 125-feet wide. The route for the water

supply pipeline is depicted on Figure 11.

Detroit Edison anticipates that two 345 kV transmission lines would be required to connect the new nuclear

generating plant at the Greenwood site. As discussed above, the routes for the new transmission lines are

based on information provided in the Greenwood Energy Center environmental report (Reference 12). Detroit

Edison believes that the information in Reference 12 represents the most likely configuration because the

transmission route proposed for the new nuclear unit at Fermi is the same as what was proposed for the Fermi

site in the 1970's. The Greenwood-Millington line would extend west from the Greenwood site for 12.2 miles,

then 19.3 miles north to the Bennett Substation. From the Bennett Substation the line would extend west for

approximately 25 miles to a future substation in Millington Township of Lapeer County. The Greenwood-
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Blackfoot line would extend west from the Greenwood site in the same ROW as the Greenwood-Millington line

for 12.2 miles. The Greenwood-Blackfoot line would then extend south through St. Clair County for 7.2 miles,

then west for 17.6 miles to the Hunters Creek Substation in Lapeer County. The Greenwood-Blackfoot line

would follow existing transmission lines west through Lapeer County for 7.1 miles, then south for 4.8 miles to

the Blackfoot Substation. The transmission line routes are depicted on Figure 12, sections A, B and C. Detroit

Edison estimated that the ROWs for the transmission lines would be 200-feet wide. If a new nuclear

generating plant was located at the Greenwood site, the actual tie-in locations, transmission line routes, ROW

widths, and the need for substation improvements would be determined through a detailed analysis of the

existing transmission grid that considers system impacts from the new nuclear plant as well as impacts from

other planned facilities and facility retirements.

Wetlands and streams on the Greenwood site were delineated in 2005 (Reference 8). The 2005 delineation

study identified a number of wetland areas on the property, some of which were determined to be high quality.

The study also identified several water features (i.e., ditches and streams) that crossed the property. Detroit

Edison used GIS to evaluate potential wetland and stream impacts on the Greenwood site. Maps of the

delineated wetlands and water features from the 2005 delineation study were digitized onto a base map of the

Greenwood site. Then the footprint for the proposed nuclear facility and associated pipeline and transmission

line ROWs were overlaid on the map. Areas where the plant footprint and ROWs overlap wetlands and

streams were identified as impacted areas. Detroit Edison then used GIS to calculate the acreage of impacted

wetlands and linear feet of impacted streams. The delineation indentified 386 acres of wetland and 30,303

linear feet of stream within the area of the wetland investigation (Reference 8). Impacts to approximately 39

acres of wetland habitat are anticipated within the construction areas of the Greenwood site.

Potential offsite wetland and stream impacts were evaluated using publically available GIS data from the

National Wetlands Inventory (Reference 9) and ESRI (Reference 10). Detroit Edison created a map of the

wetlands and streams in the region surrounding the Greenwood site. Then pipeline and transmission line

ROWs were overlaid on the map. Areas where the ROWs overlap wetlands and water features were identified

as impacted areas. Detroit Edison then used GIS to calculate the acreage of impacted wetlands and linear feet

of impacted streams. The transmission line corridors include 257 acres of wetlands and 29,648 linear feet of

streams.

B.2.2 Fermi Site (Site M)

Detroit Edison conducted a wetlands investigation to delineate wetland boundaries and assess functions and

values of the wetlands present on 1106 acres of the Fermi property. The delineation indentified 509 acres of

wetland and 45 acres of open water within the area of the wetland investigation (Reference 7). The proposed

layout of the nuclear power plant at the Fermi site is presented in Figure 5.2-3 of this RAI response. The

construction areas at the Fermi site include approximately 190 acres. Impacts to approximately 33 acres of

wetland and 5.3 acres of open water habitat are anticipated within the construction areas of the Fermi 3 project

at the Fermi site.
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The Fermi 3 offsite transmission system will consist of three 345 kV lines running from the Fermi site north,

then west to the Milan Substation, located approximately 1.5 miles northwest of Milan, a distance of about 29.4

miles. The transmission line route is depicted on Figure 13. The three 345 kV lines for Fermi 3 will run in a

common corridor, with transmission lines for Fermi 2, to a point just east of 1-75. From the intersection of this

Fermi site corridor and 1-75, the three Fermi-Milan lines will run west and north for approximately 12 miles in a

corridor shared with other non-Fermi lines within the assumed 300-foot wide ROW in which the vegetation has

been managed to exclude tall woody vegetation. The western 10.8 miles of the corridor is currently

undeveloped, and no transmission infrastructure exists. Where vegetation is present, the maintenance has

been minimal, except to keep tall woody vegetation removed. The Milan Substation may expand to

accommodate the new transmission lines to Fermi 3. There are no other offsite areas associated with Fermi 3

construction.

Construction impacts in the existing eastern 18.6 miles of transmission corridor are expected to be minimal,

because the reconfiguration of existing conductors would largely allow for the use of existing infrastructure to

create the new lines, access for installing additional lines is good, and the ROW is maintained. Impacts from

construction are primarily limited to the western 10.8 miles of the corridor where both tower and steel pole

installation could occur and some clearing would be required. The 10.8-mile tract of existing undeveloped

corridor along the route to the Milan Substation is shown on Figure 14 and includes 121 acres of wetlands and

7,304 linear feet of streams.

B.2.3 Summary

The acreage of impacted wetlands or open water and linear feet of impacted streams associated with nuclear

development at the Fermi and Greenwood sites are provided in Table 2. The plant configuration analyzed at

the Greenwood site is generic and included approximately 70 acres. A site layout based on more detailed

design considerations, similar to the process described in Section 5 for the Fermi site, is expected to result in a

total acreage requirement comparable to the 190 acres proposed for the Fermi site. The potential for wetland

impacts increases with a larger construction footprint. Review of Table 2 indicates that based on overall

impacts to waters of the U.S., the Fermi site would be the LEDPA site.
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Table 1. Candidate Site Practicability Review (Sheet I of 2)

SiteSA-, 'Site C - Site F - Site M - Site N, -Site WIl - Site W2 - SiteW3-3 -

_ _ _ Petersburg .South Britton Greenwood Fermi,. .Belle River Port Austin ' Caseville Bay Port
Land Impracticable Acceptable Acceptable ' Acceptable Acceptable Impracticable Impracticable Impracticable
Acquisition

32 private 14 private Detroit Edison. Detroit Edison. 81% Detroit 85 private 90 private owners. 120 private owners.
owners, few owners, 15-25 Would need to Fermi 3 EAB Edison / 19 % owners. Many Many houses/ Many houses/
houses. houses/ acquire entirely within Michigan Public houses/ facilities facilities facilities. May

facilities. May additional land existing Fermi Power Authority need to acquire
need to acquire for EAB property and additional land for
additional land security zone EAB
for EAB

Transmission Acceptable Acceptable Marginal Acceptable Marginal Impracticable Impracticable Impracticable
Lines

345-kV lines with 345-kV line with 345-kV line 345-kV line with 345-kV line onsite Nearest 345-kV Nearest 345-kV Nearest 345-kV
available capacity available onsite but available but congested line is line is line is
1.2 miles north of capacity 1 mile congested capacity onsite approximately 48 approximately 41 approximately 35
site north of site miles from the site miles from the site miles from the site

Water Supply Impracticable Impracticable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable

15.4 miles inland 24.4 miles inland 11 miles On the shore of 2 miles west of 1.4 miles inland 2.8 miles inland 1.4 mile inland from
from Lake Erie from Lake Erie inland from Lake Erie St. Clair River from Lake Huron from Lake Huron Saginaw Bay

Lake Huron
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Table 1. Candidate Site Practicability Review (Sheet 2 of 2)

-SiteA- SiteC- Site:- Site-M - Site W- SiteW2- SitebW3-
Peter.sburg South:Britton,' Greenwood Fermi BelleRiver, ':-ortA'ustin lCa iaey Port

Hazardous Impracticable Impracticable Marginal Acceptable Impracticable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable
Land Uses

Petroleum Two natural gas Oil-fired Two limestone Multiple large No hazardous No hazardous Limestone quarry
product pipeline 2 pipelines peaking unit quarries 3 miles natural gas land use sites land use sites and anhydrous
miles south. traversing the and three gas northeast. transmission within 5 miles. within 5 miles. ammonia facility

Two natural gas site from turbines onsite lines, gas storage within 3 miles of

pipelines southwest to field and the site.
traversing the site northeast. compressor
from southwest to Would require station within 2
northeast within relocation of a miles. Bulk
½ mile of plant 30-inch line to petroleum facility

avoid conflicts 3 miles north of
with the plant the site

Railroad Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Marginal Acceptable
Access

Indiana & Ohio Norfolk Southern PVTX Railway Canada CSX Huron & Eastern Huron & Eastern Huron & Eastern
Railroad 1.5 miles Railway 1.9 spur on site. National Transportation Railway 1.4 miles Railway 6.7 miles Railway 5.4 miles
west of the site. miles east of the Railway spur spur on site. southeast of the south of the site. south of the site.

site. on site. site.

Overall Impracticable Impracticable Acceptable Acceptable Impracticable Impracticable Impracticable Impracticable
Conclusion
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Table 2. Comparison of Wetland/Water Impacts from Alternative Sites

Proposed Site Alternativ ve Site

Onsite Wetlands/Waters Fermi Greenwood

Delineated Property Acreage 1106 1729

Wetlands Acreage 509 386

Open Water Acreage 45 NA

Streams Linear Feet (LF) 0 30,303

Wetlands Affected Acreage 33 39

Streams Affected LF 0 401

Open Water (Lake Erie) Affected Acreage 0.08 NA

Open Water (inland) Affected Acreage 5.2 NA
OffsitewetandSWaters . . Wetlands Streams Wetlands -Streams

(acreage) (IF) (acreage): (LF)

Makeup Water Intake (acreage)a NA NA

Water Pipeline ROW - - 3.1 4378

Transmission Line ROW 121 7304 257 29,648

Blowdown Pipeline ROW - - 0 273

Tbtal WetlandslWaters Affected
Wetlands Affected Acreage 154 300

Streams Affected LF 7304 34,701

Open Water (Lake Erie) Affected Acreage 0.08 NA

Open Water (inland) Affected Acreage 5.2 NA

a Impacts within Lake Huron for the construction of an intake structure for the Greenwood site alternative were

not evaluated.
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Figure 13: Site M, Fermi Transmission Lines
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C.1.0 INTRODUCTION

Detroit Edison has developed the following conceptual mitigation strategy to compensate for proposed

impacts to aquatic resources associated with construction of Fermi 3 (Proposed Development) at the

Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant (Fermi site). The Proposed Development site is located on the western

shore of Lake Erie at Newport, Monroe County, Michigan on a 1,260-acre parcel owned and managed by

Detroit Edison (Figure 1).

A full description of the Proposed Development is presented in Section 3 of the Supplemental USACE

RAI Response. Proposed impacts include 28.85 acres of mixed wetland types within the coastal zone of

Western Lake Erie and the northern portion of the Ottawa-Stony Watershed, USGS Cataloging Unit and

Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC): 04100001. To compensate for wetland impacts, Detroit Edison proposes

to:

* Enhance approximately 248 acres of Great Lakes marsh onsite

" Restore approximately 143 acres of wetland offsite in the coastal zone of Western Lake Erie and

the northern portion of the Ottawa-Stony Watershed

This conceptual mitigation strategy is based on existing, available data, the attributes of potentially

impacted wetlands, watershed priorities, feedback from natural resource professionals and ongoing

communication with the regulatory and conservation community. The following narrative provides an

overview of the conceptual mitigation strategy and its development.

C.2.0 MITIGATION GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The principal goal of this mitigation strategy is to compensate for functions and values lost as a result of

impacts to approximately 28.85 acres of regulated wetlands due to construction of the Proposed

Development (Figure 2). This goal will be achieved through wetland mitigation activities both on- and

offsite within the same watershed and coastal zone as the impacts. The specific objectives listed below

were developed based on an in-depth evaluation of the natural resources at the impact site and the

condition and conservation needs of the surrounding watershed (see Section C.3.1). A watershed

analysis allowed for integration of watershed attributes including history, current condition, land use

trends, stressors, conservation priorities and other conservation efforts in the Ottawa-Stony watershed

and the coastal zone of Western Lake Erie in Monroe County, Michigan (Section C.3.1.2). Site level and

landscape level perspectives were combined with feedback from regulatory and conservation agency

staff to develop an integrated compensation strategy, consistent with guidance from U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers (USACE) contained in 33 CFR Part 332 - Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic

Resources, the Environmental Protection Agency guidance contained in 40 CFR Part 230 - Section

404(b)(1) Guidelines for Specification of Disposal Sites for Dredged or Fill Material, and the Michigan

Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) Technical Guidance for Wetland Mitigation (Reference 1).
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C.2.1 Mitigation Overview

To compensate for the loss of wetlands at the Proposed Development site, Detroit Edison will restore and

enhance wetlands of similar ecological type adjacent to wetland impacts and within the same

watershed/coastal zone. For the purposes of this document, restoration implies returning an area to

wetland that once was wetland but currently is not because of past and ongoing modifications.

Enhancement implies improving wetland functions in an existing wetland. To achieve the mitigation goal

described above, this conceptual mitigation strategy proposes to implement the following mitigation

actions:

* Enhance approximately 248 acres of Great Lakes marsh wetland onsite

* Restore approximately 143 acres of wetland offsite in the coastal zone of Western Lake Erie and

the northern portion of the Ottawa-Stony Watershed including

- Approximately 67 acres of Great Lakes marsh

- Approximately 54 acres of southern hardwood swamp

- Approximately 22 acres of scrub shrub wetland

Restoration and enhancement activities proposed for the on- and offsite wetland mitigation projects

emphasize heterogeneity in microtopography, vegetation and hydrology to maximize diversity and

ecological resilience of wetland habitat. Projects were designed to restore and enhance priority

watershed functions and values including:

* Flood flow attenuation and storage

" Sediment retention

* Food chain support

* Breeding and migration habitat for migratory birds

* Breeding and over-wintering habitat for amphibians

* Increased nutrient cycling

* Increased connectivity of habitat types, and

* Water quality improvements for surface outflow to Lake Erie.

Wetland mitigation has also been designed to replace the functions and values provided by wetlands with

proposed impacts at the Fermi site. Depending on the wetland condition and community type of these

existing wetlands, functions and values include varying degrees of flood flow attenuation and storage,

sediment, nutrient and toxicant retention and fish and wildlife habitat. Section C.3.1.1 details the wetland

conditions, functions and values of impacted wetlands. This comprehensive mitigation strategy proposes

mitigation that will ultimately restore and enhance approximately 391 acres of coastal wetland along Lake

Erie. Detroit Edison proposes to implement these conservation measures to satisfy the site specific
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compensation requirements for impacts to wetlands and address critical watershed needs and priorities.

Mitigation activities will commence with, or prior to, wetland impacts.

C.2.2 Mitigation Ratios

Ratio of wetland replacement is based on the community type and other attributes of a particular wetland

and on guidance from regulatory agencies. These guidance ratios are presented in Table 1. A

description of the impacted wetlands and ratio determination is provided in Section 2.7.2 of the

Supplemental USACE RAI Response.

Wetland mitigation objectives proposed here will replace wetland functions and values impacted in the

expansion area by restoring wetlands of similar type in the same watershed at an average ratio of

approximately 5:1. In addition, existing Great Lakes marsh will be enhanced onsite at a ratio of

approximately 23:1. Table 1 compares the types and acreages of wetlands impacted with the proposed

acreage of mitigation and the guidance and proposed mitigation ratios by type.

Detroit Edison- recognizes the value of coastal wetland habitat along Lake Erie. Avoidance and

minimization strategies were employed to minimize impacts to wetlands of high ecological value.

Unavoidable impacts were restricted to low quality wetlands and wetland areas to the greatest extent

possible. As described above, compensation is proposed at an average ratio of 5:1; a ratio generally

associated with impacts to high quality, intact wetland systems. Additional mitigation is proposed in the

form of enhancement of Great Lakes marsh at a ratio 23:1. This mitigation strategy proposes

compensation beyond guidance ratios to satisfy regulatory mitigation requirements and also in support of

Detroit Edison's corporate environmental stewardship initiatives and ongoing partnership with U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and other conservation entities.

C.3.0 BASELINE INFORMATION

C.3.1 Impact Area

The Proposed Development site is on property owned by Detroit Edis on in Monroe County, Michigan

(Figure 1). Baseline information for the impact area at the Proposed Development site including land use,

topography, soils, covertypes, wildlife and hydrology can be found Section 2 of the Supplemental USACE

RAI Response. A description of wetlands, wetland impacts and watersheds associated with the

Proposed Development is provided below in Sections C.3.1.1 and C.3.1.2.

C.3.1.1 Wetlands

Detroit Edison conducted assessments of wetland resources on 1,106 acres of undeveloped lands at the

Proposed Development site between 2008 (Reference 2) and 2010. The purpose of these assessments

is to identify and integrate natural resource considerations throughout th e design and implementation

phases of the Proposed Development and to guide mitigation measures including avoidance,
minimization and the development of a high quality mitigation strategy to compensate for unavoidable
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impacts. The assessments are based on existing data and onsite data collection. Existing data include

topographic maps, federal and state wetland maps, soil maps, aerial photos, land use data, and

ecological survey data from previous studies. Onsite assessment data were collected in each year to

delineate wetland boundaries, evaluate wetland functions and services, determine natural community

types and assess wetland condition and quality. A jurisdictional determination was completed and minor

edits to wetland boundaries were made in 2010. Watershed assessments of the northern section of the

Ottawa-Stony Creek watershed and the coastal zone of Western Lake Erie in Monroe County were

completed to further inform development strategies and conservation priorities at the Propose d

Development site. This section provides an overview of wetlands with potential impacts associated with

the Proposed Development. Section C.3.1.2 provides a summary of the watershed assessments.

Over 500 acres of wetland were delineated at the Proposed Development site. The principal functions of

these wetlands are flood flow alteration, sediment/toxicant retention, nutrient removal, and fish and

wildlife habitat. The condition of wetlands with proposed impacts range from low to medium quality with

some wetlands given high ecological value based on their rare and imperiled status in Michigan. The

potential impact acreages for each wetland identified at the Proposed Development site were calculated.

Wetlands with proposed impacts and their associated covertypes are presented in Table 2.

In 2010, field observations of wetlands with proposed impacts included additional vegetation inventory

and evaluation of wetland characteristics similar to those suggested in the Michigan Rapid Assessment

Method for Wetlands (MiRAM, Reference 3). These wetland metrics include wetland size and

connectivity, adjacent area use, hydrologic alterations and soil disturbance, habitat structure, and

presence of invasive species. The results of the 2008/2009 terrestrial surveys, 2010 field visits described

above and feedback from regulatory staff were used to further evaluate individual wetlands potentially

impacted by the Proposed Development and to define appropriate compensation ratios as presented in

Table 1.

Mitigation is proposed for approximately 28.85 acres of potential impacts to regulated wetlands due to the

Proposed Development. These potential impacts include approximately 10.57 acres of Great Lakes

marsh, 1.95 acres of southern hardwood swamp, 3.91 acres of southern shrub carr, 0.80 acres of coastal

emergent wetland, 5.36 acres of other emergent wetland, 4.89 acres of other forested wetland and 1.37

acres of other scrub shrub wetland. Details by individual wetlands are provided in Table 2.

C.3.1.2 Watershed Analysis

As part of the natural resource assessment effort, Detroit Edison conducted a watershed analysis to

provide a broader geographic context to guide land use decisions at the Fermi site. The purpose of the

watershed assessment is to provide an analysis of land use features of the inland and coastal watersheds

that encompass the Fermi site and evaluate the connection between natural resources on the Fermi site

and site-specific and watershed conservation priorities. The watershed assessment also provides a
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landscape level perspective useful in consideration of any land use changes, proposed impacts and

proposed compensation strategies.

The Fermi site is located in the northern portion of the Ottawa-Stony watershed (OSW), USGS Cataloging

Unit and Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC): 04100001. The OSW drains areas to the north and west of Lake

Erie and flows directly into the lake (Figure 3). The Fermi site and offsite mitigation area are located in the

lowest reaches of the OSW in the coastal zone of Western Lake Erie in Monroe County (CZM, Figure 4).

The northern portion of the OSW has a drainage basin of approximately 182,733 acres and is dominated

by agriculture (55%). Approximately 25% of the OSW land area is in natural cover and approximately

20% is developed (Figure 3). The CZM encompasses approximately 18,697 acres with an almost even

interspersion of natural lands (38%), developed lands (38%) and agriculture (24%, Figure 4). Protected

lands for conservation and recreation make up approximately 4% of the OSW and 36% of the CZM.

Wetlands comprise approximately 6% of the OSW and 43% of the CZM. The OSW is dominated by

vegetated wetlands. Forested wetlands comprise the majority of vegetated wetlands (60%) with the

remainder being emergent (24%) and shrub/scrub (15%). The CZM has equal proportions of vegetated

and non-vegetated wetlands. Emergent wetlands are the dominant type comprising 71% of the vegetated

wetlands with the remaining wetlands being forested (17%) and scrub shrub (11%).

An approximation of historic wetlands for the OSW and the CZM was developed based on soils classified

as >80% hydric (soils >80% of a soil map unit classified as hydric by the Natural Resources Conservation

Service) and current mapped wetlands. Former wetlands were defined as areas that are mapped hydric

soils (>80% of map unit) but not mapped as wetlands based on the latest wetland maps. The topography

and landscape position of the OSW and CZM are ideal for the development of wetlands because the land

is very flat and in close proximity to the coast of Lake Erie. Prior to European colonization, approximately

45% of the land area of the OSW was wetland (Figure 5). Based on the most recent wetland maps 6% of

the OSW area is currently wetland which constitutes an 86% loss in the OSW. Historically, 77% of the

land area of the CZM was wetland (Figure 6). Based on the most recent wetland maps, 43% of the CZM

is wetland which constitutes a 44% loss in the CZM.

Watershed Conservation Priorities

Based on natural resource assessments conducted at the Fermi Site and within the OSW and CZM, the

following wetland-based conservation priorities were identified for this project:

1. Protect and enhance existing high quality wetlands especially those that are directly connected to

Lake Erie in the CZM and/or part of a larger wetland complex.

2. Improve a network of natural land use in the CZM and OSW by increasing the amount of large

blocks (>50 acres) of natural lands and buffered streams to support ecosystem functions and

services and establish corridors to connect large blocks.
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3. Restore and enhance wetlands in the CZM to provide wildlife habitat and protect water quality in

Lake Erie.

4. Restore wetlands and stream buffers in the OSW to re-establish large wetland complexes and

riparian connections.

Because of the Fermi site's location in the lowest reaches of the OSW (in the CZM), any activity onsite

will have the greatest local effects (either positive or negative) on coastal resources and Lake Erie itself.

Based on the results of the watershed assessment for both the OSW and CZM, planned activities at

Fermi have strategically avoided and minimized impacts to natural resources of high ecological value to

the greatest extent possible. For unavoidable impacts, this mitigation strategy has been designed to

address any loss of coastal habitat and the watershed conservation priorities listed above. Specifically,

the proposed mitigation will restore over 140 acres of coastal wetland including Great Lakes marsh and

southern hardwood swamp in the OSW and reconnect this large block of natural land directly to Lake Erie

via a restored and buffered stream channel. In addition, approximately 248 acres of existing Great Lakes

marsh will be enhanced and protected onsite to decrease invasive species, increase vegetation diversity

and provide enhanced habitat for wildlife. All mitigation actions are in close proximity to existing

conservation efforts to help establish connectivity and habitat corridors.

C.3.2 Onsite Mitigation Area Overview

The proposed onsite mitigation area consists of approximately 248 acres of Great Lakes marsh on lands

owned by Detroit Edison (Figure 7). Figures 7-11 show location, aerial photo, topography, soils and

hydrology, land use, and federal mapped wetlands. The mitigation area includes Wetland M (162 acres),

as designated by the wetland delineation report, located south of Fermi Drive, east of Quarry Lake Road

and west of Boomerang Road on the Proposed Development site and Wetland CC/DD (86 acres) located

in the northeast corner of the Proposed Development site. These onsite wetlands are large coastal

wetlands classified as Great Lakes marsh by the Michigan Natural Features Inventory and are considered

rare and imperiled in Michigan. Both wetlands are directly connected to Lake Erie and include open water

expanses with submerged and floating aquatic vegetation (pondweed, common waterweed, bladderwort,

coontail, American lotus) surrounded by zones of weak-stemmed and robust emergent vegetation (cattail,

common reed, arrowhead, bulrush, American bur-reed) eventually grading into a dense stand of common

reed and reed canary grass. Dense stands of invasive species including common reed, cattail and reed

canary grass comprise over 50% of Wetland M and over 75% of Wetland CC/DD.

C.3.3 Offsite Mitigation Area Overview

The proposed offsite mitigation area, referred to as the Monroe Site, is approximately 7.25 miles from the

Fermi site on Detroit Edison's Monroe Plant, east of Interstate 75, north of La Plaisance Creek and

immediately adjacent to Lake Erie (La Plaisance Bay), Town of Monroe, Monroe County, Michigan, in the
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Ottawa-Stony Watershed (HUC: 04100001, Figures 12 and 13). The Monroe Site is owned and managed

by Detroit Edison as part of the Monroe Power Plant, a coal-fired power plant constructed in the early

1970s. The Monroe Site and adjacent areas include active agriculture, early successional old field and

shrub habitat, agricultural ditches, small forest patches, existing and restored wetland and grassland

habitat, industrial, residential and other developed areas, access roads, highways and Lake Erie.

The proposed mitigation targets a 210-acre agricultural field. Figures 12-16 show location, aerial photo,

topography, soils, hydrology, land use, and mapped federal wetlands. The restoration site is primarily

active agriculture with small remnants of PEM and PSS wetlands isolated from Lake Erie hydrology by

perimeter dikes. Excess water is pumped from the fields to accommodate farming. The soil observed

within the wetland mitigation area is predominately Lenawee silty clay loam, a hydric soil suitable for

wetland restoration/creation. The area was dry at the time of a site visit on August 20, 2010 with the

exception of existing swales. The pumps were not running. There is a Michigan Department of

Transportation (DOT) ditch that currently drains water from Interstate 75 through a ditch adjacent to the

southwest corner of this site.

C.4.0 MITIGATION SITE SELECTION FACTORS

An extensive exploration of potential mitigation projects spanning several years both on- and offsite within

the Ottawa Creek and coastal zone of Western Lake Erie has been conducted. The on- and offsite

mitigation projects proposed here were determined to be the best based on site selection factors

including:

* location, size and attributes of existing habitat;

* quality of mitigation options and likelihood of success based on both ecological and economic

factors;

* land ownership and availability;

* adjacent land use;

* value and proximity to existing conservation plans, projects and watershed priorities;

* connectivity of habitat types;

* possible benefits to threatened and endangered species; and

• stewardship capabilities.

C.5.0 MITIGATION WORK PLAN

A conceptual discussion of on- and offsite work plans including construction techniques and sequence,

planting, and conceptual design drawings illustrating the location, type and extent of mitigation actions are

discussed here and illustrated in Figures 17 and 18. The conceptual design and work plan are based on

existing, available data. Final site plans are contingent upon verification of existing data, collection of

additional topography, soil, hydrology and vegetation information, and input and approval by the

governing regulatory agencies. Final mitigation plan sets will contain detailed grading, planting and soil
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erosion and sediment control plans suitable for the mitigation site construction. Wetland mitigation

activities. including both restoration and enhancement actions will commence with or prior to impacts and

once all necessary permits are in place.

Mitigation design emphasizes heterogeneity in vegetation and hydrology to maximize ecological diversity

and functional resilience of the wetland. Wetland restoration and enhancement activities are designed to

emphasize techniques that restore functions such as flood flow attenuation and storage,

sediment/toxicant retention, nutrient removal, food chain support, breeding and migration habitat for

migratory birds, breeding and over-wintering habitat for amphibians, increased nutrient cycling, increased

connectivity of coastal habitat types, and water quality improvements for surface outflow. A natural buffer

will be established or existing buffers maintained to protect mitigation wetlands. The final mitigation

wetland design and management plan will be developed in cooperation with the existing conservation

focus areas (e.g., Detroit River International Wildlife Refuge), watershed plans and priorities supported by

local, state and federal conservation agencies and organizations.

C.5.1 Onsite Work Plan

Approximately 82 acres of wetland area in the 162-acre Wetland M and 65 acres of wetland area in the

86-acre Wetland CC/DD will be treated with herbicide to kill invasive plant species including common

reed, cattail and reed canary grass in the outer zones of the wetlands (Figure 17). A 10-year treatment

plan will be implemented with herbicide applied in years 1-3, year 5, year 7 and year 10, or adjusted as

needed. Response from native vegetation will be facilitated by removing dead, chemically treated

vegetation through burning or mowing after each treatment.

MDEQ, MDNR, Ducks Unlimited and other participating land managers are currently experimenting with

various techniques for controlling common reed in coastal wetlands along Saginaw Bay. The techniques

being tested include glyphosate, imazapyr, and a glyphosate/imazapyr mixture along with mechanical

management actions. The USFWS Detroit River International Wildlife Refuge is also evaluating

Phragmites control techniques in coastal wetlands immediately north of the Fermi Site. The treatment

plan for the mitigation enhancement project proposed here will be based on the MDEQ Guide to the

Control and Management of Invasive Phragmites (Reference 4), the most current results of the Saginaw

Bay study, and on consultation with regulatory and conservation agency staff who have extensive

knowledge of chemical control of invasive species in the coastal zone of Western Lake Erie.

C.5.2 Offsite Work Plan

Offsite wetland restoration and enhancement efforts will replace and repair habitat modified by

agricultural practices and hydrological disturbance within sensitive coastal areas (Figure 18). Mitigation

actions will increase the abundance, integrity and quality of aquatic habitat types that are currently listed

as rare and imperiled in the state of Michigan. The mitigation actions described below will restore a total
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of 143 acres of wetlands in the 210-acre agricultural area as illustrated in Figure 18. The 143 acres will

include approximately 54 acres of forested, 21 acres of scrub shrub and 67 acres of emergent wetland

with direct hydrological connection to Lake Erie. A wetland delineation will be conducted in the 210-acre

agricultural field prior to final design. The acreage of existing wetland determined by a wetland

delineation will be subtracted from the total restoration to get a refined estimate of restored acres being

proposed for mitigation. Any existing wetlands that are improved by the mitigation action proposed here

will then be counted as enhancement.

A specific objective of the offsite restoration area is to reestablish a direct connection between the current

agricultural area and Lake Erie and to redirect runoff from Interstate 75 into the restored wetland. These

actions will reconnect a relatively large coastal floodplain area and will allow water to be filtered before it

reaches Lake Erie.

C.5.2.1 Construction and Planned Hydrology

Construction activities in the agricultural area will include clearing, excavating and grading the proposed

mitigation area to elevations conducive for development of coastal PEM, PSS and PFO wetlands. The

entire restoration area will be restored to two separate but hydrologically connected wetland units. The

eastern unit will be directly connected to Lake Erie and water levels in this unit will fluctuate with Lake

Erie water levels. The western unit will be partially connected to Lake Erie and with a wetter hydroperiod

than the eastern unit.

Existing fill and an existing berm along the east side and adjacent to Lake Erie will be partially removed to

allow hydrology from Lake Erie to enter the proposed wetland area (Figure 18). A meandering waterway

excavated to the west of the lake connection will allow for a permanent open water marsh zone in the

emergent marsh area, providing habitat for aquatic species. Grading of soils adjacent to this waterway

will provide for a variety of water levels and habitat types within the eastern unit.

A low berm will be constructed between the eastern and western restoration units. This berm will be

constructed to an elevation that will help to ensure successful restoration of proposed habitat types and

acreages in the western unit. A spillway will be constructed in the berm to allow excess water to spill over

and enter the eastern unit waterway and eventually flow into Lake Erie. Depending on topography and

final design, this spillway will also be constructed at an elevation that will allow high lake levels (e.g.,

seiche events) to enter the western unit. Additional hydrology will be introduced into the western unit by

plugging a drainage ditch that currently flows along the north perimeter of the entire area. This ditch will

be plugged to the west of the proposed berm to redirect its water into the western unit. Additionally, a

Michigan DOT drainage ditch that currently transfers water from Interstate 75 to La Plaisance Creek and

into Lake Erie will be redirected into the western unit. This step will increase water flow into the wetland

and also slow floodwater and reduce sediment loading and filter toxicants from runoff water before it

reaches Lake Erie. There may be an additional grading and planting plan designed specifically to
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accommodate requirements of a right-of-way associated with existing electric power lines located along

the northern edge of the western unit.

Graded wetland basins will be left rough to establish microtopography essential for creating niches for a

variety of wetland plants. The edges of the excavated wetlands will be irregular in shape with variable,

shallow slopes. Soil disturbance and compaction will be minimized as much as possible. Earthmoving

equipment will be cleaned before deployment to prevent possible contamination by invasive species.

C.5.2.2 Planned Vegetation and Habitat Features

The offsite restoration area and buffer will be planted and seeded to establish a native plant community,
prevent soil erosion, increase the likelihood of mitigation success and to minimize the opportunity for

invasive species to become established. Forested, shrub and emergent wetlands will be planted and

seeded to closely resemble vegetation communities typical of southern hardwood swamps, southern

shrub carr and Great Lakes marsh prior to invasion of common reed and other invasive and exotic

species. These vegetation communities are described in Natural Communities of Michigan: Classification

and Description (Reference 5). Seed will be adapted to northern United States ecotypes and will be

applied in a manner and at a rate that will allow effective establishment of the wetland pool area and

wetland margins. Planting and seeding of these species will stabilize soil structure, provide biological

diversity, restore ecosystem functionality, and protect against invasion by exotic and invasive herbaceous

species. Construction areas will be seeded with a mix to prevent erosion, stabilize excavated areas and

establish an herbaceous community typical of the region. Re-vegetation of wetland areas will be

accomplished by using a combination of potted trees and shrubs, plugs, rootstock cuttings, and seed.

Plant spec ' ies will be chosen for their proven hardiness in the area, their ability to out-compete invasive

plant species, wildlife value and their overall suitability to develop native communities. The species all will

occur naturally within the region and no exotic or potentially nuisance species will be utilized. Wild-type

nursery stock of an age and condition suitable for transplantation will be used. The precise list of species

to be planted will be dependent on availability of nursery stock. Final design will include species lists,
quantities and locations for container, plug and seed stock.

Habitat structures will be placed on the site following construction and prior to seeding and planting at a

minimum of six per acre as required by MDEQ mitigation guidance (Reference 1). Habitat structures

include whole trees, logs, snags, tree stumps and sand mounds. Some habitat structures, namely tree

stumps, whole trees, and logs, may be taken from the impacted areas at the Proposed Development site.

C.6.0 PROTECTION

Ownership of on- and offsite mitigation areas will remain with Detroit Edison. The restored and enhanced

mitigation wetlands will be permanently protected as directed by regulatory requirements to preserve the

wetland functions restored.
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C.7.0 PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Performance standards for on- and offsite mitigation areas will be based on the goals and objectives of

the mitigation projects as well as the character of existing wetlands surrounding the mitigation site. The

standards listed below were developed using the MDEQ Technical Guidance for Wetland Mitigation

(Reference 1). These standards will be refined with final design and will be used to evaluate

development and overall success of the mitigation project:

1. Construction has been completed in accordance with approved plans and specifications in the

permit.

2. The wetland has soil saturation and/or evidence of inundation via water potential or water height

measurements during the growing season during the required monitoring period.

3. A 6-inch layer of high-quality soil, from the A horizon of an organic or loamy surface texture soil,

is present over the entire mitigation area.

4. The mitigation wetland is free of oil, grease, debris, and all other contaminants.

5. A minimum of six habitat structures, consisting of at least three types, have been placed per acre

of mitigation wetland with at least 50% of each structure extending above the normal water level.

6. Mean percent cover of native wetland species (those with a regional indicator status of FAC,

FAC+, FACW +/-, or OBL in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service report entitled National List of

Plant Species that Occur in Wetlands, North Central Region 3, Reference 6), in the herbaceous

layer at the end of the monitoring period is not less than 60% for a PEM wetland and 80% for

PFO and PEM (wet meadow) wetlands.

.7. Open water with no emergent or floating vegetation will not exceed 20% of the mitigation wetland

area.

8. Extensive areas of bare soil shall not exceed 5% of the mitigation wetland area, with the

exception of heavily shaded portions of the PFO portion of the mitigation site.

9. The minimum number of native wetland species per wetland type shall not be less than 15

species for PSS, PFO and PEM wetlands and not less than 20 species for PEM - wet meadow.

10. At the end of the monitoring period, the mitigation wetland will support a minimum of:

a. 300 individual surviving, established, and free-to-grow trees per acre in the PFO wetlands

that are classified as native wetland species and consisting of at least three different plant

species.

b. Eight native wetland species of grasses, sedges, or rushes in PEM - wet meadow wetlands.
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11. At the end of the fifth monitoring year, no more than 10 percent of the vegetation will consist of

the following invasive species: purple loosestrife, common reed and reed canary grass.

The success of this wetland mitigation project will be determined based on the performance standards

outlined above along with any additional conditional standards identified and agreed on by the USACE

and upon final design or during the permitting process.

C.8.0 MONITORING

Monitoring activities completed at the mitigation site will be conducted as described by MDEQ Technical

Guidance for Wetland Mitigation represented below (Reference 1). A monitoring plan is necessary to

evaluate the mitigation wetland in regards to meeting the performance standards of the project.

Emergent wetlands will be monitored for a minimum of 5 years and shrub and forested wetlands will be

monitored for a minimum of 10 years or until performance standards are met following the year that

construction is completed, as follows:

1. During construction provide one-time photographic documentation of high quality soil placement

across the site.

2. Measure inundation and saturation at all staff gauges, monitoring wells, and other stationary

points shown in the mitigation plan monthly during the growing season. Hydrology data shall be

measured and provided at sufficient sample points to accurately depict the water regime of each

wetland type.

3. Sample vegetation in plots located along transects shown in the mitigation plan once between

July 15 and August 31. The number of sample plots necessary within each wetland type shall be

determined by use of a species-area curve or another approach approved by the MDEQ and

USACE. The minimum number of sample plots for each wetland type shall be no fewer than five

(5). Sample plots shall be located on the sample transect at evenly spaced intervals or by

another approach acceptable to the MDEQ and USACE. If additional or alternative sample

transects are needed to sufficiently evaluate each wetland type, they must be approved in

advance in writing by the MDEQ and USACE. The herbaceous layer (all non-woody plants and

woody. plants less than 3.2 feet in height) shall be sampled using a 3.28 foot by 3.28 foot (1

square meter) sample plot. The shrub and tree layer shall be sampled using a 30-foot radius

sample plot. The data recorded for each herbaceous layer sample plot shall include a list of all

living plant species, and an estimate of percent cover in 5 percent intervals for each species

recorded, bare soil areas and open water relative to the total area of the plot. The number and

species of surviving, established and free-to-grow trees and surviving, established, and free-to-

grow shrubs shall be recorded for each 30-foot radius plot. Provide plot data and a list of all the

plant species identified in the plots and otherwise observed during monitoring. Data for each

plant species will include common name in English, scientific name, wetland indicator category
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from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's National List of Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands

for Region 3 (Reference 6), and whether the species is considered native according to the

Michigan Floristic Quality Assessment (Reference 7). Nomenclature shall follow Reference 8

through Reference 10. The location of sample transects and plots will be identified in the

monitoring report on a plan view showing the location of wetland types. Sample transects shall be

permanently staked at a frequency sufficient to relocate the transect in the field.

4. Delineate any extensive (greater than 0.01 acre in size) open water areas, bare soil areas, areas

dominated by invasive species, and areas without a predominance of wetland vegetation, and

provide their location on a plan view.

5. Document any sightings or evidence of wading birds, songbirds, waterfowl, amphibians, reptiles,

and other animal use (lodges, nests, tracks, scat, etc.) noted within the wetland during

monitoring. Note the number, type, date, and hour of the sightings and evidence.

6. Inspect the site during all monitoring visits and inspections for oil, grease, man-made debris, and

all other contaminants and report findings. Rate (e.g., poor, fair, good, excellent) and describe

the water clarity in the mitigation wetland and determine source(s) of turbidity.

7. Provide annual photographic documentation of mitigation wetland development during vegetation

sampling from permanent photo stations located within the mitigation site. At a minimum, photo

stations shall be located at both ends of each transect. Photos will be labeled with the location,
date, and direction.

8. Provide the number, type and location of habitat structures placed and representative

photographs of each structure type.

9. Conduct a wetland delineation to determine the area meeting all three wetland criteria

(dominance by hydrophytic vegetation, wetland hydrology and hydric soils) at the completion of

the monitoring period. Include the wetland delineation in the final monitoring report as a

supplement and include the estimated wetland acreage in the report.

10. Provide a written summary of data from previous monitoring periods and a discussion of changes

or trends based on all monitoring results.

11. Provide a written summary of all the problem areas that have been identified and potential

corrective measures to address them.

Monitoring reports shall cover the period of January 1 through December 31 of each year following

planting. Reports will be submitted to Detroit Edison before January 31 of the following year. Detroit

Edison will forward the annual reports to the appropriate regulatory agencies. Additional monitoring
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beyond the 5 or 10-year standard monitoring period may be required if all performance standards are not

met to the satisfaction of MDEQ and USACE.

C.9.0 MAINTENANCE, LONG-TERM AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

When monitoring indicates that a performance standard is not being met or will not be met, that standard

will be evaluated to determine if more time is needed for site development and maturation or if a remedial

action may be required. This will be accomplished by consulting wetland experts and permitting agencies

to determine an appropriate course of action. Remedial measures may include seeding or planting,

additional non-native plant control and/or erosion control measures. In rare circumstances, contingencies

may require re-grading the wetland basin, removal or addition of water control structures and access

control. An implementation timetable will be constructed to correct deficiencies noted in the annual

monitoring report. It is the responsibility of Detroit Edison to address adaptive management issues.

Once the monitoring period is over, the completed wetland will be protected and managed as needed and

specified in the site management plan.
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TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 1. Wetland Impacts, Proposed Mitigation and Ratios

Guidance Ratio Proposed Proposed Mitigation Averaged Proposed

Wetland Type (mitigation:impact) Impacts Restored Enhanced Ratio
(regulated Acres Acres (restored acres:

acres) impact acres)

Great Lakes marsh (rare/imperiled) 5:1 10.57 67 248 6.3:1

Palustrine emergent (coastal) 2:1 0.80 0 0 0:1

Palustrine emergent (other) 1.5:1 5.36 0 0 0:1

Emergent Marsh Combined Average Ratio 3.3:1 * 19.02 67 248 3.5:1

Southern hardwood swamp (rare/imperiled) 5:1 1.95 54 0 36:1

Palustrine forested (coastal and other) 2:1 4.89 0 0 0:1

Forested Wetland Combined Average Ratio 2.9:1* 6.84 54 0 7.9:1

Southern shrub carr (coastal) 2:1 3.91 6 0 1.5:1

Palustrine scrub shrub (other) 1.5:1 1.37 0 0 0:1

Shrub Combined Average Ratio 1.9:1* 5.28 22 0 4.2:1

TOTALS 28.85 143 248 5:1

*The average guidance ratio for each major type of wetland (emergent, forested, shrub) is a weighted average calculated by multiplying the guidance ratio

by the number of wetland acres impacted for each sub-type (rare/imperiled, coastal and other) and averaging by major wetland type.
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Table 2. Wetland Impacts and Attributes Summary Table (Sheet 1 of 2)

Total Condition/ Guidance
ID Type/General Description Size Impact Jurisdiction Primary Mitigation

(acres) (acres) Function Ratio

B Linear PFO 0.76 0.76 MDNRE/USACE Low/ Floodflow alteration, sediment, 2:1
toxicant retention, nutrient removal and
wildlife habitat

C Great Lakes marsh, fragmented from 48.18 9.40 MDNRE/USACE Medium (high ecological value)/ Floodflow 5:1
Lake Erie by access roads, but alteration, sediment, toxicant retention,
connected hydrologically through culverts nutrient removal and wildlife habitat

D Palustrine forested wetland with partially 1.37 1.37 MDNRE/USACE Medium/ Floodflow alteration, sediment, 2:1
open canopy toxicant retention, nutrient removal and

wildlife habitat

E- North: Palustrine mix of scrub-shrub, 2.67 1.87 MDNRE/USACE Medium/Floodflow alteration, sediment, 2:1
North emergent marsh/wet meadow, in two toxicant retention, nutrient removal and

sections split by Wetland D, wildlife habitat for both portions of E

E- South: Southern shrub carr or other 2.04 2.04
South coastal wetland type

F PFO southern hardwood swamp, 31.07 1.53 MDNRE/USACE Medium (high ecological value)/Floodflow 5:1
relatively intact, alteration, sediment, toxicant retention,

nutrient removal and wildlife habitat

H PEM edge around a created open water 0.10 0.10 MDNRE Low/Minimal floodflow alteration, 1.5:1
pit sediment/toxicant retention and nutrient

removal

I PFO southern hardwood swamp, 39.74 0.42 MDNRE/USACE Medium (high ecological value)/Floodflow 5:1
relatively intact, indirectly connected to alteration, sediment, toxicant retention,
Lake Erie, provides a buffer for the nutrient removal and Wildlife habitat
interior and less disturbed wetland

U PEM edge around a created open water 0.15 0.15 MDNRE/USACE Low/Minimal floodflow alteration, 1.5:1
canal sediment/toxicant retention and nutrient

removal.

W PEM wet meadow wetland 4.59 4.59 MDNRE Low/ Floodflow alteration, sediment, 1.5:1
toxicant retention, nutrient removal and
marginal wildlife habitat
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Table 2. Wetland Impacts and Attributes Summary Table (Sheet 2 of 2)

Total Condition/ Guidance
ID Type/General Description Size Impact Jurisdiction Primary Mitigation

(acres) (acres) Function Ratio

Y PFO fragmented early successional with 1.14 1.14 MDNRE Low/Marginal wildlife habitat for edge 2:1
mixed vegetation and a partially open species and limited water storage.
canopy

AA PEM established spoil area 0.80 0.80 MDNRE/USACE Low/Minimal floodflow alteration, 2:1
sediment/toxicant retention and nutrient
removal

11 PEM ditch, contains vegetation 0.52 0.52 MDNRE Low/ minimal floodflow alteration, 1.5:1
communities with high structural diversity sediment/toxicant retention and nutrient
and low species diversity with well- removal
established invasive species populations

JJ PSS established spoil area 1.37 1.37 MDNRE Low/ minimal floodflow alteration, 1.5:1
sediment/toxicant retention and nutrient
removal

KK PFO linear wetland, connected to the 1.62 1.62 MDNRE/USACE Low/ floodflow alteration, 2:1
South Canal sediment/toxicant retention, nutrient

removal, marginal wildlife habitat for edge
species

South PEM Great Lakes marsh hydrologically 1.97 1.17 MDNRE/USACE Medium/fish and wildlife habitat, floodflow 5:1
Canal connected to Lake Erie alteration, sediment, toxicant retention

and nutrient removal
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Figure 1: Site Location Map

Source: Reference 11
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Figure 2: Wetland Impact Area Map
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Figure 3: Land Use Land Cover (2001) in the Ottawa-Stony Watershed
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Figure 4: Land Use Land Cover (2001) in the Coastal Zone of Lake Erie

Source: Reference 13 and Reference 14
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Figure 5: Existing and Former Wetlands in the Ottawa-Stony Watershed
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Figure 6: Existing and Former Wetlands in the Coastal Zone of Lake Erie
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Figure 7: Onsite Mitigation Project Area Aerial Photo
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Figure 8: Onsite Mitigation Area Topographic Map
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Figure 9: Onsite Mitigation Area Soils and Hydrology Map
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Figure 10: Onsite Mitigation Area Covertype Map
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Figure 11: Onsite Mitigation Area Federal Mapped Wetlands
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Figure 12: Offsite Mitigation Project Area Aerial Photo
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Figure 13: Offsite Mitigation Area Topographic Map

Source: Reference 18
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Figure 14: Offsite Mitigation Area Soils and Hydrology Map
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Figure 15: Offsite Mitigation Area Covertype Map
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Figure 16: Offsite Mitigation Area Federal Mapped Wetlands
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Figure 17: Onsite Mitigation Conceptual Plan

Source: Reference 11
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Figure 18: Offsite Mitigation Conceptual Plan

Source: Reference 11
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